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Organisatie, voorgeschiedenis en deelnemers.

De International Commission for Bee Botany (ICBB) organiseert eens in de 2

a

3 jaar symposia over de ontwikkeling van methoden voor het bepalen van bijen

toxiciteit en bijengevaarlijkheid.

Het eerste symposium werd in 1980 gehouden in Wageningen. Hiertoe heeft de Plan
tenziektenkundige Dienst, met name prof. dr. Besemer, een belangrijke aanzet ge

geven. Het tweede symposium werd in 1982 gehouden in Hohenheim, overigens zonder

deelnemers van de Plantenziektenkundige Dienst.

De organisator van het symposium was dr. J.H. Stevenson van Rothamsted Ex

perimental Station, Harpenden, waar het symposium ook werd gehouden. Secretaris
was F.C. Felton van Shell, Den Haag. Er waren 43 deelnemers uit het Verenigd

Koninkrijk, Duitsland, Frankrijk, Nederland, Zwitserland, Denemarken, Tsjecho

Slowakije, Hongarije en Polen. Vertegenwoordigers van de instellingen belast met

de toelating van bestrijdingsmiddelen in practisch al deze landen waren aanwe

zig.

Behalve door ondergetekende was Nederland ook vertegenwoordigd door dr. ir.

C.J. van Heemert, J. van der Steen van het CAD voor de Bijenteelt en ir. J.J.

Pettinga, gepensioneerd consulent voor de Bijenteelt. Ook dr. G. Stell, verte

genwoordiger van Engeland in EPPO, was aanwezig. Van de industrie waren aanwezig

de firma's Bayer, Hoechst, IC!, May & Baker, Roussel Uclaf en Shell.
In dit derde symposium werden de volgende sessies gehouden:

1. Laboratory test methods.

2. Cage and field test methods.

3. Hazards to honeybees assessed from reports by beekeepers.
4. Benefits of pesticides for honeybees.

5. Legislative aspects of protection of honeybees from pesticides.

6. Revision of recommendations for harmonization of methods for testing the

toxicity of pesticides to bees.
Doelstelling.

De doelstelling van de symposia van de ICBB is om de methoden voor het bepa

len van bijentoxiciteit en bijengevaarijkheid van bestrijdingsmiddelen interna

tionaal te harmoniseren. Ter verduidelijking heeft de ICBB de volgende begrippen

gedefinieerd, welke dienen als uitgangspunt van de discussies:

Harmonization can be defined as comparison of different standardised test

methods in order to reach agreement on the conditions whereby the results

obtained by different methods can be generally accepted and compared.

Standardization implies the definition of a test method in such a way that

following the test will lead to reproducibility of results.
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Toxicity is the inherent property of a chemical to cause adverse biological

effects at adequate dosages. The toxicity of pesticides to honeybees can be
defined by the laboratory tests discussed at the meetings.

Hazard

is the possibility of producing an adverse effect in specific

circumstances. The hazard of pesticides usage for honeybees can be assessed by
the cage and field tests discussed at the meetings.

In het nu gehouden derde symposium werd ernaar gestreefd de aanbevelingen uit

de eerdere symposia bij te schaven en aan te passen, met de bedoeling ze aan
EPPO te kunnen aanbieden.

Sequential testing/evaluating systems.

Als organisator en voormalig secretaris schetste Stevenson de aanbevolen

volgorde binnen welke laboratorium-, kooi- en veldproeven optimaal toegepast

kunnen worden:

1. Bepaling in laboratorium van acute toxiciteit voor volwassen bijen.

2. Bepaling in veld van gevaarlijkheid alsmede van speciale eigenschappen van

het middel.

3. Onderzoek in laboratorium, kooi of veld van de in (2) geidentificeerde problemen.

4. Monitoring van gevallen van bijensterfte in praktijk.

Het principe van deze sequentiele benadering werd door veel deelnemers gevolgd
en gepropageerd.

Benedek, verantwoordelijk voor de bijenaspecten in de toelating van be

strijdingsmiddelen in Hongarije, beschreef het systeem toegepast in Hongarije
voor toetsing, beoordeling en etikettering van bestrijdingsmiddelen. Eerst
wordt de directe contactwerking in het laboratorium bepaald, vervolgens de

persistentie op het gewas d.m.v. een semi-veldtoets, tenslotte kan een groot

schalig veldexperiment worden uitgevoerd. Afhankelijk van de resultaten worden

de middelen geetiketteerd als ongevaarlijk, of tijdelijk gevaarlijk (< 8 uur,

bijv. pyrethroiden), en langdurig gevaarlijk. Een goed uitgekiend systeem dat

gebaseerd is op onderzoeksresultaten van de overheid.

Hurny, (Polen) beschreef een sequentiele laboratoriummethode waarvan de goede

correlatie met veldresultaten ondanks hoogst gecompliceerde omrekenings- en

correctietechnieken wonderbaarlijk mocht heten.

Inglesfield (Shell) beschreef een sequentiele laboratorium-, kooi- en veldme

thode die door Shell wordt toegepast voor bepaling van de bijengevaarlijkheid

van eigen ontwikkelde middelen. Deze methode is eerder gepubliceerd door Shires.

Een logische methode, doch meer geschikt voor doeleinden van screening dan van

toelating, met alleen duidelijke criteria voor de labresultaten.
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Oomen beschreef de sequentiele evaluatie methode van toxiciteits- en gevaar

lijkheidsgegevens zoals door de PD in samenwerking met het CAD voor de Bijen

teelt ontwikkeld wordt (bijlage). De criteria voor evaluatie van de toxiciteits

gegevens (lab) riepen belangstelling en vragen op (Kirknel, Denemarken: Is het

wel juist om middelen als bijengevaarlijk te classeren alleen op grond van labo
ratoriumresultaten? Antwoord: Zowel in geval van zeer geringe als zeer grote

toxiciteit voor bijen blijken alle partijen gediend met beperking van noodzake

lijk onderzoek tot het laboratorium). De bijdrage maakte tevens duidelijk dat

verantwoorde evaluatie van veldproeven opname van ongevaarlijke referentiemidde
len vereist. Opname in de kooi- en veldproeven van zulke middelen zal aan de

aanbevelingen van het symposium warden toegevoegd.
Belangrijke technieken en gegevens:

Wilkinson (IC!) toonde aan dat dimethoaat de meest geschikte toxische stan

daard is voor bepalingen van de LD50 in het laboratorium. Ook noemde hij als

norm voor de kwaliteit van laboratoriumproeven dat de LDSO bepaald met de

toxische standaard dimethoaat met niet meer dan een factor 2 van het gemiddelde
van vroegere proeven mag afwijken. Een waardevol idee dat navolging verdient.

Garnier (Roussel-Uclaf) en Debray (Agrishell) rapporteerden beiden over tun

nel (kooi) proeven n!et het karakter van veldproeven waarin de ongevaarlijkheid

van deltamethrin, alphamethrin en fenvaleraat op indrukwekkende wijze tot uiting

kwam, inclusief repellentie-effecten. Ook bleek pirimicarb enigermate repellent.
Fiedler (B.R. Duitsland) gaf verslag van onderzoek waarin de effecten van

chronisch toegediende lage doses systemische insecticiden waren bepaald. In com

binatie met residubepalingen van systemische middelen in de nectar van gewassen

kunnen deze gegevens een eerste indicatie geven van de gevaarlijkheid van syste
mische middelen.

Toelatings- en reguleringsaspecten.

Hardy (UK - Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food) gaf een uiteenzet

ting hoe gevallen van bijenvergiftigingen met bestrijdingsmiddelen in Engeland
onderzocht en geanalyseerd warden en hoe de overheid deze gegevens door terug

koppeling gebruikt ten behoeve van de toelating en regulering van bestrijdings

middelen. De engelsen achten deze monitoring van de effectiviteit van hun regel

geving "absolutely essential".
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Svendsen (Denemarken) zette de regelgeving en wijze van toelating t.a.v.

bijen in Denemarken uiteen. Onderscheiden warden de categorieen ongevaarlijk,

gevaarlijk en zeer gevaarlijk voor bijen. De rechtspleging op grond van deze

categorieen werd toegelicht. Het was merkwaardig dat in de deense middencatego
rie "gevaarlijk voor bijen" zowel gevaarlijke als ongevaarlijke middelen (vol

gens indeling in de meeste landen) voorkomen.

Stell (UK - Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food) lichtte vanuit zijn

positie als UK-vertegenwoordiger in EPPO toe volgens welke lijnen EPPO

guidelines opstelt. Hij drong er op aan de harmonisering van de richtlijnen te

beperken tot een "set of minimum requirements" en niet tezeer in detail te gaan

zodat ieder deelnemend land ruimte houdt voor eigen eisen. Stell zal in de EPPO

panel van mei 1985 voorstellen het ICBB in te schakelen voor het opstellen van

richtlijnen voor methoden ter bepaling van de nevenwerking van bestrijdingsmid
delen op bijen. Alle deelnemers waren het hiermee eens.

Herziening van aanbevelingen en harmonisatie.

Dit belangrijkste onderdeel van het symposium was goed voorbereid door

convenor Stevenson en secretaris Felton. Onder voorzitterschap van Felton werden

de aanbevelingen van de vorige symposia doorgenomen. Na discussie over diverse

aandachts- en geschilpunten werden deze volgens algemene stemmen geamendeerd. De
herziene versie zal aan alle deelnemers op korte termijn warden toegestuurd voor
bevestiging of commentaar; binnen enkele maanden zal dan de definitieve versie

uitkomen.

Het tijdschrift Bee World zal de definitieve aanbevelingen publiceren. Voor

zien wordt dat meer symposia nodig zullen zijn om de taak van harmonisatie af te
ronden. Als mogelijke plaats van samenkomst over 2
noemd.

a

3 jaar is Wageningen ge

Het derde symposium was instructief en vruchtbaar door de geboden mogelijk

heid kennis te nemen van onderzoeksmethoden, -resultaten en evaluatiemethoden

die elders in Europa warden toegepast, door de ontstane opening naar EPPO en

door de katalyserende werking van bekendheid met personen die elders met proble

men worstelen op het gebied van toelating en regulering van bijengevaarlijke be

strijdingsmiddelen. Van belang was het te constateren dat de in Nederland ver

eiste bijengevaarlijkheidsgegevens goed passen binnen de elders vereiste gege
vens; dat de nederlandse evaluatiemethode van bijengevaarlijkheidsgegevens als

waardevol en efficient werd ervaren, en dat andere landen ook veel belang hech ten en

energie spenderen aan het verkrijgen van bijengevaarlijkheidsgegevens voor een
verantwoorde toelating van bestrijdingsmiddelen.
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STATEMENT FROM DR. J� LO�....AUX, PRESiuENT
OF !HE INTERNATIONAL COM?1ISSI0N FOR BEE BOTANY

Sures-sur-Yvette, le 14 mars 1985

Chers Collegue$,
Lorsque nous nous somm�s separes au terme du Second Symposium sur
l'harMonisation des methodes de tests �e toxicite des-pesticides ?Our les
abeilles

a

Hohenheim le 23-septembre 1982, nous avon.s emis le voeu de nous

retrouver deux ans plus tard pour un nouveau bilan de nos ac�ivi�es et ma p�o-=
?osition d'organiser un 3 eme Symposium en Franc:e en 1984 fu.t unanimemeat
acc�ptee� Cette proposition s 9 aceompagnai� d 1 une seule reserve :
qu'u...� autre pays ne fasse une offre di££er�nte

�e

" a

moins

Je ne pensais pas que l�

sort _viendrai t brutalement bouleverser' les donnees du prebleme et rn-' obliger

a

reveni� sur l'offre que j f avais eu l'imprudence de faire�
Au moment

ou se teEia.i: -le Symposium de Hohenheim t l'!NP.A venait

de decider de develop?er les recherches sur les ette:s non inten�i�nnel� des
ir.sCi:tes pollinisateurs e Un accord
etai t int:ervenu entre %OOlogist:es et phytopharmaciens pour creer, dar� le cadre.
du Centre de recherches agronorrdques d*Avignon,un service qui aur�it

a

s'oc:u_,,

,er de tou..� les prablemes que pose A 1 e a9T iculture fran�aise la necessit� de
proteger les ins�ctes pollinisateurs f et to�t par�ic,�lie�e�ent l�s aoeilles p
ccmtre les e.f!ets nocifs de_ cert:ains pesticides. Un jeune ingenieur, Christian
BOS f specialement .Eorme pour les fonc:tions auxquel_les on le destina.i t devai t
etl"'e ofliciellement recrute en 1983. Il avai.t deja A. son acti.! asse'?. de travat!X
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personnels pour pouvoir pres��ter

a

Hohenheim

e..91.

collaboration avec C.MASSON

une communication concernant l 'a.ct.:ion des pyrethr�tdes de syn:these sur les
abeilles ..
Le malheur a voul� qu'a peine entre en £onction

a

l'INRA, Christia:

305 nous quitte le 20 avril 1983 e.mporte en quelques jours par u.n accident
vasculaire contre lequel la medecine tut impuissantea
La dispa.ri tion brut:ale de C cSOS a .malheureuse.'llent reniis en ea.use
tous nos projets, y compris �elui de tenir

a

Avignon en 1 984 notre 3eme Sympo�,

sium. C'es� en e.f'fet sur les epaules de notre jeune collegue q_ue devait repose;r
son organisation et son animation.
Nous aurions peut-etre

cede au decouragement si notre collegue et

and J.H.STEVENSON n'etait pas intervenu pour proposer de reprendre

a

son· compte

l 'idee d 'un 3 e"t\e Symposium. Je le remerc:ie bien vivemeewit de son initiative et
aussi d'avoir su ccnvaincre son administration de soutenir le projet. Connais
sa..�t ses qualites, je suis persuade qu'il saura donner
partic:ulier et que vos travau.x, grace

a

a

c:e.Symposium un eclat

son e£!icacite, seront parfaitement

valorises.
Je voudrais, pour terminer ce message amical, vous dire que je Eais
entiere con.Eiance

a

notre jeune collegue Jean-Noel TASEI pour me remplacer ici

et .. pour representer l 'INRA auquel il appartient et l 'International Commission
Eor Bee Botany dont il te.nte actuellement de renover les s�ructu:es. Me voici
en �etraite depuis six mois et j'ai besoin de repos j ce qui peut deja su.:fire

a

expliquer mon absence. Mais, par ailleurs, je pense qu'il e�t bon que les

-jeunes chercheurs· prennent le plus rapideme.n.t et le plus completement possible
les responsabilites qui leur revien.�ent.
Je vous remercie tous d'avoir, malgre l'adv�rsite, permis que se
tier..ne ce 3 eme Symposium et je vous souhaite tou� le succes possible.
Tres ami.calement,.

\L�
·f . I

J .tOWEAUX

TR.ANSLA!!ON OF STATEMENT FROM DR.. J. !.OUVEA�i:
Dear Colleagues,
On 23rd September 1982 at Hohenheim it was the end of the 2nd Symposium on
the Harmonization of methods for testing the toxicity of pesticides to bees.
At that time we expressed the �ish to meet again 2 years later for a new
evaluation of our activit!ese My proposal of organizing a 3rd Symposium in
France in 1984 was unanimously accepted. The only reserve �as: "unless an
other country makes a different offer"., I couldn't imagine chat unexpect:ed
events would upset these plans and compel me to cancel what I had unwarily
proposed ..
At the time of aohenheim Symposium the INRA had just decided· to develop
studies on the non-intentional hazards of pesticides on pollinator insectsc
The Zoology and Pesticides Departments had come ta au agreement and �ere
about eo create in the IMRA.Center of Avign�n a service dealing '#ith the
hazards of pesticides eo pollina.eors P'artic.ularly the honey bee., In 1983 a
young researcher: Christian BOS having ehe required capacie�es for this job
was about to be �ecruieed� In Hohenheim he collaborated with Mrse MASSON t�
present a paper on the effects of pyrethroids on bees., Unfortunately
Christian BOS died on the 20th April 1983 from a vascular disease that
couldn f e be cured.,
This sudden death ha$ overturned all our proj ec.ts, including t:he organizati.cn
of our 3rd SyQposium in Avignon in 1984 of which our young colleague would
have been in charge�
We might have b�en disheareen�d without the ineervent�on of our colleague and
friend J0Hc Stevenson �ho proposed to take in charge this 3rd Symposium. I
thank him very sincerely for his voluntary affort and for ha�ing convinced
hi� admi�istra�ion ta support this meetinge Knowing h!s qualities I am
persuaded he will give a real brightness to ehe SYt!lposium and that his
efficiency will perfectly valorize ycur workse
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I would like to close my friendly message by telling you that I rely on my

young colleague J.N. TASEI to replace me here, as a member of INRA and also member of the International Commissio� for Bee Botany of which he is now
trying to renew the structures. I ha�e been retired for 6 months and at

present need a rest that suffices to explain my absence. My opinion is that

young workers should take responsibilities according to their capacities as

soon and fully as possibles

I thank you all for allowing this 3rd Symposium to be held and wish you a

great success.

Friendly regards.

JQ LOUVEAUX

1.

Opening Session

Sir Les1ie Fowden� F.R.S� (Director of Rothamsted Experimental
Station) we 1comed part, c, pants to the Symposium. Sir Les 1 i e reca 11 ed
the long association of Rothamsted with agricultural research
including the development of mere efficient methods of insect pest·
control and detailed studies of the honeybe� and its important role as
a pollinator and source of food. The symposium programme dealt in
some detail with a number of aspects of the testing of toxicity of
pesticides to honeybeese However, the most important discussions
would probably be those on the last day (Item 7) when the meeting
would be revising the recormnendations for harmonisation of methods
for testing the hazard of pesticides to honeybees� Improved harmonisation would facilitate comparison of data and contribute to more
efficient pesticide registration procedurese
The Director wished the participants a pleasant and productive
stay at Rothamsted and said that he and Lady Fowden were looking
forward to joining them for dinner at Roth�msted Manor in the eveningo

Ore J.H. Stevenson (Symposium Chainnan) thanked the Director for
his encouraging remarks. The very large attendance - there were more
than twice the number that the Committee had exoected - must reflect
the importance of the subject under discussionc·

On behalf of the Committee, it was. a pleasure to thank the Director
for pennission to hold the Symposium at Rothamsted, and to use Rothamsted
facilitiesQ Ore Stevenson was particularly anxious ta acknowledge
financial and material he_lp received from six agrochemical companies:Bayer A.,G.
F.B.,C ... Limited
I.Co I* .Plant Protection Division
May·and Baker Agrochemicals
Societe Procida/Roussel Uclaf
Shell International Research Mijo.

Finally Dro Stevenson extended a particulariy warm welcome to
!rQ Pettinga, the convener of the Group. He was sorry that two of the
Group's most influential members Dr. J. LotJveaux and Or. GQ Vorwoh1 were unable to attend, and greetings wcu1d be sent to them on behalf of
the meeting ..
Q
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETI?1G prepared by J .. C. Felton

2.

Laboratory Test Methods
Two papers dealt with the use of a toxic standard in laboratory acute
toxicity tests. W� Wilkinson presented the results obtained with

dimethoate and parathion at ICI Jealotts Hill (see Appendix 3), while

Dr. J e Ho Stevenson presented the report of Dro Stute, in his absence, on
the comparative laboratory tests initiated at the previous (second) ICB

symposium (see Appendix 4)e The overall conclusion from these studies is
that even when the exact test methods differ slightly, reasonably

consistent results can be obtained for the same compound in different

laboratories. The use of a toxic standard is thus of value and a data

base on both parathion and dimethoate exists which make them relevant
standards.

Dr. L. Fiedler discussed the question of chronic toxicity via

consumptio� of contaminated vector (see Appen�ix 5). He described a

laboratory toxicity test in which insecticides are added to sugar syrup.
More work is required to model the influence of concentration and time

of exposure, and eo relate results between laboratory and field
experiments.

R. Buchler described sourcP-s of variation in a direct spray test (see
Appendix 6). At high volume oral exposur� becomes more important

relative to direct contact. Mixtures at insecticides with fungicides can
also affect apparent toAicity. Toxicity of residues is strongly

dependent on the surface. Thus, any tP-st has t:o be stri·ctly defined and

standardized.

A full account of the saquential screening system in operation in

Hungary was given by Dr. P. Benedex (see Appendix 7). This system

incorporates elements from the Austrian, bu: now includes three overall

categories (hazardous, temporarily hazardous, safe) more akin to the US
system.

P�of o Drescher introduced che question of other pollinating species
(see Appendix 8)� The syrphid EpisyTuhus balteatus can be similar to, or

much more tolerant than� the honeybee depending on pescicidee A plea was

made for data on a wider range of pollinating specieso

Miss R� Kuha returned eo the question of ehe toxicity of mix�ures of
insaceicides and fungicides to both larval and adult honeybees (see
AppendL� 9) o Her use o·f the Wittman larval test was particularly
interesting and useful. Interactions were found in every case, the

fungicide increasing the toxicity of ehe insecticide 44 both larval and

adultso

Dr. C� Czoppelt presented further results on lar�al testing including�
contac� and a seom.ach poison eest (see Appendix 10). The methods have
the advantage that there is no interference from nurse bees.

Cage and Field Test Methods
Dro Je Hurny presented a paper on: the model estimation of harw..fulneS$
of pesticides to honeybees, in �hich he sort to combine the vaiious
types of toxicity into one index.

DrQ Jc Bacilek also dealt �ith the interpretation of laboratory and

field data in assessing hazard to be�a (see Appendix 11), while D�e R�
Borneck showed the imporeance of formulation� i� this case

microcapsul�s $ eo hazard (see Appendix 12)�

WQ Wilkinson reported on field tra!ls �ieh a pyrethroid to the UK PSPS

guidelines (see Appendix l3)c Dead bee traps �ere pareicularly valuable

Yhile th� unpredictability of the wea�her presented the greatest
problems.

Field work �ith a pyrethroid in the Netherlands was described by J. van

der Steen (see Appendix 14)9 A comparison with the previous
presentation, lad to the general question: should the recommended dosage
or some higher dosage be used to assess ha%ard under field conditions�
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D e J. Arnold described field work with a fungi�ide (see Appendix 15). A

positive control (insecticide) treatment was used and possible rasidues

in honey sought but not found.

Field trials in a orchard crop were described by Dr. L. Gerig with a

novel type of non-neurotoxic insecticide, fenoxycarb (see Appendix 16)c
A number of parameters were monitored� The overall conclusion was

non-hazardous, and it was encouraging that no bee incidents have been
reported during the first years of usageo_

Dr. Pe Garnier (see Appendix 17) and Dr. Debray (see Appendix 18),

reported separately on similar field trial experiments carried out in

France to simula-te pyrethroid application to cereals contaminated with

aphid honey dew. The questions of �ecommended rate and/or a higher ratd,

and inclusion of positive and negative standards, where again raised, as

�as the need for a definition of repellency.

Finally, Dre Co Inglesfield presented a proposal for a sequential

testing system for assessing the toxicity of pesticides to honeyb�es

(see Appendix 19). It was suggested that individual registration systems

may need a simpler sequence. There was also a plea for using the

recommended dosage rates in the field� Although individuai tests may

vary in detail, similar conclusions are reached by using the suggested
sequence.

Hazard ta Honeybees assessed from Reports by Bee Keepers
Dr. L .. Gerig presented a summary of a seventeen year study on the

population dynamics of about 1000 bee col�nies (see Appendix 20). This

study revealed "pseudo-intoxications", heavy losses of bees unassociated

with pesticide treatment. This emphasizes the need for careful
investigation ot reported incidents.

The system of investigation undertaken in the UK. was described by Dr.

AGR. ·Hardy (see Appendix 21). Causes are located for 50-60% of the cases
reported. The importance of discriminative residue data, and the need

.;.. 9 -

for feed-back to the Regulatory Authority, Yas stres$ed. Profe Drescher

stated that a similar schema operated in_Germany.

The system in the Netherlands was described by J. van der Steen (see

Appendix 22). Overall, incident reporting and investigation was felt of
greae v·alue in defining ehe major ha.%ards t:o honeybees

cooperation and reporting was to be encouragedc
5 ..

o

Wider

Benefits of Peseicides for Honeybees
An account prepared

by

Dr., Be Ve Ball of the Varroa mite, parasitic on

honeybees, was presented by Dr. JeH .. Stevenson (see Appendix 23), while
the experience with this mite in ehe Netherlands was discussed by Dr., C�

van Reemer� (see Appendix 24)o Ie was clear from ehese accounts thae,

while chemical control of the mite mighe noe be the final solution,

chemical treatment can relieve Che situation under som� circumstances

from what is clearly a serious threae to the honeybee industry in

. Western Europe .. Dro HeWo Schmidt presented data on a formulation of
coumafos in this respecto

6 ..

Legislative Aspects of Protection of Honeybees from Pesticides
Dr .. 0� Svendsen described the relevant Danish legislation (see Ap�endix
25) which incli;.des au approval system and a labelling requi-1.:ement with
1

three catego�ies (very dangerous, dangerous, not dangarous)e ?oisoning

incidenes have been recorded for �ore than 40 yearsc !ncidents increased

wieh the ineroduction of oils�ed rape as a crop but decreas�d follo�ing
the introduc�ion of the first .bee protection acto
Dro P�Ao Oomen presented an evaluation scheme for bee hazard and
registraticn being discussed in �he Netherlands (see Appandix 25). The
scheme is similar to Chae described for Hungary as described by Dr. Po
Benedek (see Appendix 7) and is compatible with the screening scheme
described by Dr. Ce Inglesfield (see Appendix 19).
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7.

Revision of Recommendations for Harmonization of Methods for Testing

the Toxicity of Pesticides to Bees

JoC o Felton led the meeting through the current Recommendations as

given in Appendix l to the Report on the Second Symposium, Hohenheim,
1982e Overall, the Recommendations were supported by the more recent

investigations. However, there were comments of detail and a general
desire to streamline the wording of the Recommendations. Mr. Felton

undertook to revise the Recommendations in_ the sense of the meeting, to

circulate them in draft form to all participantse Any comments receivP.d

would be incorporated into a final form which would be published in the
Report of the Meeting. This has been done and the final form of our
Recommendations is given in Appendix l of the present report.
Further Considerations
The meeting felt that further steps should be taken to translate the

Recommendations into a series of experiment guid.elines which could be

adopeed into legislation if desired. A suitable international body

skilled in production of such guidelines is the.European and

Mediterranean Plant Protection'Organization (EPPO). Mr. G. Stell made a
presentation on EPPO dnd its activities. It was agreed by the Meeting

that our recommendations should be passed to EPPO with a view to that

body deriving relevant experiment guidelines.

The need for a further ICB·B Sympodium on the present subject was then

discussed. Most problems within the current Recommendations had be�n

resolved., The main areas where more d·iscussion is req,..iired. are in the

centralized recording of bee incidents, and in the area of diagnostic

ccncentrations. When EPPO has produced experiment guidalines, there will

then be the question of the acceptance of these in regulatory circles.

It was felc that a meeting in about thre� yea.rs time wit:h "Acceptance of.

Data" as a main theme might be necessary. The matter was left to the
ICBB Working Group under Ir. J.J. Pet:tinga.

Closure
In closing the meeting, the Chairman said that he had no doubts ae all about
the success of the t:hird Symposium and its value both to beekeepers aud e_o

the agro-chemical industryc There wers ewo principal areas of progressQ
First, ehe papers presented and the staeemenes from par�icipan�s had

described significant advances in the scientific methodology available for
assessment of pesticide hazard eo honeybees ..

Second, much progress had been made towards ehe establishment of guidelines
co allow government pesticide regulatory authorities tCJ assess hazard eo

honeybees in a "harmonized" way.. A sequence of simple and inexpensi-ire

laboratory t:escs, followed whe·re appropriate by more complex (and more

exP�nsive) field trials, could no� be proposed with confidence to provide

bealistic assessment of hazards Where necessary they would be associated with
further confirmatory laboratory, glasshouse or field.tests depending on the

specialized nat:ure or proposed·use of a formulation.,

Finally, Dre St:evenson thanked various people a.ssociated·with the success of
the meeting�

Lesley Smart and John Walters for general and transport arr�ngements;

Angela Cornford and Daw-o. Wells for secretarial assiscance;
Margret Adey and all the s:aff of the !BR.A for maki.ng the visit there
so enjoyable;

John Felton f'1r his considerable help as Secretary of _the Symposium ..
He also thanked the participants and �ished tham a safe journey home.
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R E C O M MEN O A T ION S , F O R H A R M O N I Z A T I O N
METHODS FOR TESTING HAZARD OF
P E S T I C I D E S T O H O H E Y B E E S

O F

Agreed by the participants of the Third Symposit.m on the Harmonization of
Methods for testing the Toxicity of Pesticides to Bees, Rothamsted
Experimental Station, 18�21 March, 1985.

l GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is important to distinguish between
Harmonization 11 and Standardization 11
11
and between "Toxici-ti' and Hazard
11

11

11

:

•

Hannonization can be defined as comparison of different standardized test
methods in order to reach agreement on the conditions whereby the results
obtained by different methods can be generally accepted and compared.
Standardization implies 't"le definition of a test method in such
following the test will lead to reproducib ility of results.

a way that

Toxicity is the inherent property of a chemical to cause adverse biological
effects at adequate dosages. The toxicity of pesticides to honeybees can be
defined by the laboratory t�sts discussed below.
Hazard is the possibility of producing an adverse effect in spec1r1c
c1rctJTistances. The hazard of pesticides usage for honeybees can be assessed
by the field and cage tests discussed below.
Sequence of testing
A)

Laboratory tests of acute toxicity preferably of technical material.

Some registration authorities requir e these data for mast or all
agrochemicals. Tests are cheap and relatitely easy to carry out.

If toxicity is low further tests may not be required.
If the formulated material will not be used in situations where honeybees
could be at risk ( for example: :ion-systemic seed dressings; appl icaticn
after f1 oweri ng of crop or weeds) , further tests may not be necessary.
8}
Field tests to assess hazard and identify any special features (larval
toxicity, f'epel1ency, long residual effect) for further investigation"
C)
Further 1abo�atory, cage or field tests may be required to investigate
specific probl ans. such as chronic tax ic ity or synergistic effects In
particular cases� cage tests may be undertaken prior to the first field tests
to aid in planning the latter.
Q
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D)

Monitoring in use via incident reporting procedures.

2 LABORATORY TESTS
2el General conditions
2 o l.l Source and age of bees
Bees should be adequately fed and from a
healthy queen-right colony. The following categories were considered
sui tab 1 e:
2.1..Ll Foraging bees collected from the flight board at the hive entrance
(least desirable).
2.1.. 1.2 Bees of unknown age taken from frames without brood.(most desirable).
2.1.1.3 Bees reared in an incubator, fed with fresh or well preserved po11en
from several sources and sucrose solution ( for example in the fonn of pol 1 en paste)
and therefore of known age (specialist purposes).
2.lo2 Season for testing
2.1.2.1 su·sceptibil ity to insecticides may vary at different seasons in which
case ideally the. most susceptible stage should be tested, although variation was
not thought to be great.
2.L2.·2 The ideal time would vary with climatic conditions in different countries.

2olo2.3 Unifonn, young bees are essential, preferably those listed under 2.1.. 1.
above; collection in early spring and late auttJlln should
be avoided, and the natural mortality in "control" treatments during tests. should be
very low. Bees should be taken in a s�andardized way (e.g. from frame) . The method of
collection used, age of bees, date of experiment should be cl early stated in the
test report •. ·
2�le3 Differences in races of honeybees · are probably not important, but the race
should be recorded i� known. ·
2cl.4 State of health of bees is very important.
The greater danger from
Nosema in spring, for example, should be borne in mind.
2el.5 An appropriate �eference compound should always be included
to check consistency of results. Each laboratory might choose its own
standard compound (parathion and dimethoate have been usad). A less toxic
standard might also be useful for some purposes such as testing\herbicides.

2.1.6 Anaesthetisation with carbon dioxide is acceptable ··;f u·sed carefully ..
Amount used and time of exposure should be kept to a minimt.m. It is importa.
to ensure that application aoes not lower the temperature of the holding cage
a�d the bees.
Plast.�
2�1.7 Holding cages should be well ventilated and easi1y cleaned�
should b� avoided, unless disposed of after use, because of. possible
contamination and wood should be used with caution. Cages should not cause
control mortality.

2.1.8 Store bees preferably at 25 + 2 ° c after treatment, but this may be
modified if there are good reasons. Humidity should be high, say 60-70% RH�
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2.1. 9 Ob.servations of toxic effects and kill be made up to 48
hours after treatment, and longer if necessary.
2.2

Feeding test

2.2.l Pure or technical compounds or commercial formulations can be tested�
The min1ml.4'T1 amount of any solvent should be used to a1d tne dispersion of pure
compounds and technical materials in sucrose solution. If fonnul ations are
tested then preferably no additional solvents should be used. Appropriate
solvent controls must be included wherever solvents are used in feeding tests.
2.2.2 Feed with 20=50% sucrose solution, although candy
and water might be used after dosage.
2.2.3 Starve bees for up to two hours before tests.

2.2.4 Bees can be dosed individually or in groups of 10 to 50 depending
on the size of cage. Groups of Id are preferred because SO bees are
difficult to observe and individual feeding is time consuming. Bees must not
be confined individually for more than one hour.

2.2.5 Replication is essential. At least three groups of 10 or more
bees to be used at each concentration, and a suitable number of concentrations
to provide a regression 1 ine· and LOSO.
2.2.6 Dose at 10 or 20 ul per bee.
2.2.7 Supply fresh 20-50% sucrose solution after dose has been taken
and change daify if test period exceeds 48 hours.
(See references l j 2).
2.3

Contact tests

2.3.l Pure or technical ·compounds or commercial formulations can b� tested,
in the last case with minimal additives.

2.3.2 Tests with measured drop, measured spray or measured dust j where
exact amount of compound that is applied to tne bee can be measured are
preferred.

2.3.3 Contact with sprayed oaper leaves or whole plants is also useful,
and may assist estimation of hazard as \'lell as of toxicity. Detafls of the
surface used must be recorded.
2.3.4 Solution in acetone is acceptable.
Other solvents can be used if
test compounds are not soluble in acetone, provided solvent controls are
included.
(See references 1:3).

3

FIELD TESTS

3.1 These most nearly test t,e practic al hazard to bees of pesticide
applications� They are expensiye and wil 1 only be necessary if a proposed L':·;;!
of a pesticide may put fa raging bees at risk. They should be undertaken vd th
the recommended rate of the commercial product for the crop/pest situation
under test, and if desired with an additional higher rate. Volune of
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application and droplet size shoul.d be as recommended and should be recorded•
3a2 Sequential treatments in which test chemical and control treatments are
applied on subsequent days, save space, which is extremely important in sorn
countries, but are impossible if the climate is unpredictable.
3.3 Simultaneous treatments ( i.e. within at most two hours) should be well
separated to avoid bees foraging on the wrong plot. Many authorities require a
distance of at least 1km.

3.4 A total area of at least 1500 m2 is desirable for each plot. A larger
area is preferred if full strength colonies are used.
3.5 A toxic standard and a non-toxic standard or an untreated control,
are desirable to confirm that bees are at risk.
3�6 Spray when bees are foraging actively, unless there are special
reasons, e.go the evaluation of residual effects�

3.7 Use at least 3 colonies per treatment� They should be healthy, well f�d,
queen-right, in nonnal condition and contain at least 10,000 to 15,000 bees
according to season. Each colony should cover at least 10 to 12 frames s
including at least 5 to 6 brood frames. If colonies differ in size, ensure
equitable distribution.
3 .. 8 The following parameters· should be estimated: n1J11bers of foraging bees
in the crop; behaviour of bees on crop and around hive; mortality of bees
using dead bee traps; pollen collection using pollen traps; pollen. in
col 1 ected honey; counts or estimates of bees on frames; estimates of brood
status in frames; residues in dead bees, pollen, wax and honey. To answer
limited questions it may not be necessary·to use all parameters.
(See references 2,3,4,5,6).
4..

FURTHER LABORATORY, CAGE AHO FIELD TESTS

To test specific or unconventional 11 properties," and investigate problems
identified by previous investigation.
11

4.1 Laboratory tests
4�1 .. 1 Duration of toxicity
Bees :an be confined on fresh and aged residues on sprayed flowers, foliage 1r
an inert surface.
( See reference 3).
4.1.2 Fumi2ation test
Bees can be confined above test solutions or treated surfaces.
( See reference 3) •
4.1.3 Tests on larvae
Direct tests on larvae could be required if there are special reasons for
wanting this information, for instance with insect growth regul ants.
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( See reference 7) .
4�1.4 Systemic properties

Testing of chronic toxicity may be necessary, if toxic pesticides with
systemic or penetrating properties are to be used before flowering, because of
possible contamination of nectar and pollen�
( Se� references 8, 9, 10).
4�1Q5 Special formulations
Tests with special fonnul atior.s such as micro-encapsulated products� micro«>
fibres or grar.ules are necessary where risk to honeybees is possible.
4�1.6 Repellent compounds
A repellent could be considered a useful means for additional protection
of beese When these become available j they should be included in fonnul ations
for field tests, and-specialised laboratory tests will be required.
4.1.7 Synergistic effects
Testing for synergistic effects may be useful, if products are used in
mixtures or within a short time of each other, especially if synergi�� is
already estab1ished with sim ilar productse
4Q2

Cage tests

These may be undertaken as an aid to planning field tests and may be used to
support the 1 ack of ha.zard of a usage if no adverse effects are noted
C,

4 2el Minimum cage size to be 2

X

2

X

3 me

4e2o2 Use small colony, preferably queen right, of at least three full
frames or a "nuc1 eus" •
4e 2. 3 Minimun 3 nm mesh size for cage to prevent escape of bees, but
allow adequate ventillatione
4e2e4 Ideally
no field bees should be introduced into the cage to reduce
trappirig 11 on
ceiling$
Plastic coated netting on the roof can al so be used to
discourage 1 trapping11 e
18

1

4e2o5 Plants growing in soil are preferred with cage placed over crop� but
potted plants can be usede
4c2o6 Glasshouses are seldom used though there may be a need for such tests
for specific reasons. See reference to 1 tunnel tests 11 below (4.,3)
1

(J

4o2Q7 Apply pesticide spray during day with bees flying j unless there are
special reasons j such as a residual toxicity test, to do otherwise., Study of
overall effect of the pesticide application is the main reason for cage tasts;
spraying of the cage walls should be avoided c
4e2o8 · Use of a toxic standard is desirable, a non-toxic standard may also
be useful instead of or 1n addition to a non-pest1c1de control.
The latter
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may be with or without a water spray, as appropriate.
4.2.9 Borago, Phacelia and Sinapis may be suitable test crops, but
choice wi 11 depend on object of experiment and climate.
4�2.10 Feeding of colonies may be necessary�
4.2.11 Use dead bee traps and count bees dying in rest of cage.
4.2el2 Record foraging activity.
4c2.13 Record temperature and humidity.
4.2 .. 14 Simultaneous treatment preferred, but may not always be possible.
It is essential in countries with an unpredictable climate.

(See references 2,3)o

4.3 Tunnel tests
For the evaluation of the hazard of insecti'cide application to honeybees
foraging the honey dew secreted by cereal aphids, a field tunnel test has bee
devised because field trials are virtually impossible. Plots of cereal
growing in the field are covered by nylon mesh tunnels. Honey dew is
simulated by applying sugar solution as a high volt.me spray. When bees
commence foraging on the. sugar solution, the insecticide is applied and
response of the bees is assessed in a similar manner to the field and cage
tests described above.
(See reference ll)e
5.

INCIDENT REPORTING PROCEDURE

Incident reporting schemes for honeybee kills exist in many countries. The
investigation of reported incidents to establish their cause provides good
evidence whether particular pesticide applications are hazardous to bees, and
hence is an essential step in the confinnation of the predictions from field
tests. Indeed they are often the first indication of a bee hazard problen.
· In view of the difficulty in determining the significance of an incident, a
sound field investigation is essential to provide an indication of the scale
of a probleme Coordination, and fuller reporting of the results, of such
schemes would be advantageous.
(See references 12,13).
6

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

6.1
Toxicity
Cl assificatio·n of toxicity data is useful to specialist
researcn workers, but would not necessarily he1p pesticide users who must be
guided oy the assessment of hazard mentioned abovec A series of categories
for the r�sul ts of acute 1 aboratory tests, both oral and topical, based on
LOSO values ( ug active ingredient) was discussed:
�
>100
u g per bee virtually non-tax� �
10
100
ug per bee slightly toxic
,A.A/,.
f ,_,, .J
--to //11/VI/'&
ug per bee moderately tax ic
1
10
<l, 0 ug per bee highly tax ic ..,
-:- t; j- (

---f
.

t1�
tr11-a''J'
71-fty

lf7/t1:J'.

,<6_( �

fi�
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A classification of toxicity to guide research workers is needed, but it must
. never become a guide for practical use, or be used as a basis for 1 ega1
conclusions ..
6 .. 2
Hazard
For practical purposes, the hazard of fonnul ations
should nonna11y be assassed on field data and interpreted as either:
0angerous 11 or "Not dangerous".. This second category could include both
formulations that are completely non-toxic to honeybees and those which�
because of 1 ow dosage or type of formulation, cause a very smal 1 mortal ity or
other slight effects which are acceptable to the beekeepere
11

7
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DIMETHOATE AND PARATHION AS rox:c STANDARDS IN LABORATORY LDSO TESTS ON HONEY BELS
W Wilkinson, HJ Gough and I G Collins, ICI Plant Protection Division,
Jealotts eill Research Station, Bracknell, Berkshire, RGl2 6EY, UK
At the 1st Bee Methodology Har:20nisation Symposium at Wageningen in 1980
it was agreed that a toxic standard should be used in laboratory acute
toxicity tests, the choice of compound to be left to individual laboratories.,
DIMETBOATE

ICI chose dimethoate, as a
of being easily soluble in
information showed that it
and oral LDSO values, with
of bees in a similar wayc

representa�ve OP insecticide, with the advantage
water and organic solvents. Published
was highly toxic to bees, had similar contact
little variation, and affected 5 different strains

Before adopting the compound 12 tests were done in 1981, based on the OK
Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme Working Document D3o The �esults,
showing low variation between tests and through the year, were presented at
the 2nd Symposium at Hohenheim in 19820
It was expected that some future
results might fall outside the range of the 1981 valueso It was therefore
_decided that ,, if results differed from the means of 1981 by much more than a
factor of 2, the experiment should be inyestigated and consideration given
to replacement tests..
We have now used·dimethoate as a reference compound for 4 years, and the
results of individual tests are shown in Figo l (24h Topical Contact LOSO)
It can be seen that the variation of the to-so
and Fiqc 2 (24h Oral LDSO)
values about the new means of OG16 (Contact) and 0 .. 17 µg ai/bee (Oral) is lowo
All the figures fall within the factor of 2 about the 1981 means of 0.,1;5
(Contac�) and Ool7 µg ai/bee (Oral) .. The 48h results were very similar,
indicating no dsl�ed effectso
c

?ARATdION

At the 2nd Symposium it was agreed by s_ome participating laboratories to test
a standard com�ound for comparability of results. Dre Stute, whc was to
co-ordinate tc�e tests, proposed parathion� Bayer AG subseq1�ently supplied
parat.'1.icn=ethyl 48% E605 forte,
We did 6 tests, betwe�n Ju..�e and September 1983, each of 3 r�plicates, using
5 dose--rat:es., The results were sent to Dr .. Stute for comparison with .. those of
othe= laboratories, to be presented at this meetingc
Dimethoate was also ttested concurrently wit"l parathion, and the 24h LD50 values
for the t�o compounds are shown in Fige3 (Parathion) and Fig�4 _(Oimet..�oate) e
Both can be conside.red to be in ·µg ai (active i.i;igredient) per bee. In
calculating t.""te ai it was assumed that the parathio.n was 50% (actually 48%) and the
technical dimethoate 100% (actually 94e5%) e
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COMPARISON

Although both compounds gave satisfactory results as reference compounds,
dimethoate was the more reproducible, especially in the oral tests.
CHOICE OF A STANDARD
L

The object of the toxic standard is to check the consistency of the
results of a particular laborator;. · Workers should therefore be
allowed to choose the standard best suited to their conditions.

2.

If a single international standard is demanded then dimet...�oa te shotild
be preferred as:
a)
b)
c)

It gives consistent results
It is much less toxic to man
It is less volatile, reducing problems of contamination
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Comparative laboratory tests of a standard pesticide for bee toxicity

Dro Karl Stute
Wehlstrasse 4A� D-3100 Celle, West Germany
For the 1 3rd Symposium of the harmonisation of methods for testing the
toxicity of pesticides to bees'\ scheduled for March 19..,21, 1985 s at
Rothamsted,
I would like to present ·the available results of the tests of
standard 11 E 605 forte (parathion= ethyl 500 g/1) ..
1

11

On April, 1983, I had written to those colleagues who wanted to participate
in this particular test (see mailing list)o As far a$ I have got the
information from the BAYER-Company $ none of the samples mailed from BAYER was
undeliverede Therefore all gentlemen should have received the test sample
(100 g·E 605 forte from� charge)o
Two out of 11 participants (Louveaux and Pettinga) infonned me about their
�easons being not able to carry out the teste Four gent1emen did not answer
at a 11.. The fi na 1 results - 3 from Engl and and two from the Federa 1 Repub 1 i c
of Gennany � are presented belawo

The colleagues Stevenson and Wilkinson used the method "Pesticide Safety
Precautions Scheme � Working Document D3"o Mre Shires described his own test
method, and he also compared the test sample with litechnica1 parathion-ethyl
SHELL"., The results of Shires and Stevenson correspond well.. A11 their
results are given as ug active ingredient
(a�ie) as recorrmended by the
B·ritish Ministry of Agricu1ture 8S method.,
The values for the

topica1 application" are (rounded up): 0.08; Oe08 and
"or�l administration's; 0 .. 08; 0.,06 and Oe19 ug per bee.
0

0.12 ug'.. And for
The
exact values can be found in the table at the end of the report. For both
types of application the values of Wilkinson differ by 50% and 100% from those
of the other experimenta1istsG

Dustmann and Stute followed the Richtlinien 11 (guidelines) which are .common
,n FRG for several years., Th�ir results are listed on the common fonn paper
added to this lettere
11

These results also harmonise well with eacn othero

The further determin�tion

of the LO 50 per as Stute got a value a little bit less than lug of the test

sample; this· value is very c1ose to those of Shires 1 Stevenson ·and- Wilkinson .,

The fundamental difference of the testing in England to that in FRG has to be
seem in the fact that in England the tt::sting material (chemical substance) is
analysed in its origina1 solid fonn j but in the FRG a water�so1ution of ·0.05%
of t�st material is used e
( contd .. /

<> e

G )
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name

topical application
oral administration
LD 50 �g per bee (24 h )

Shires

0.08
0.06

Stevenson

0.083 (0.073 - 0.093)
0.074 (0.067 - 0.080)

0.058 (0.035 - 0.131)

Wilkinson

0.117 (a.i.)

0.185 (a.i.)

0.01 � 0.27
f0.04 � 0.08 �

;J
�w&m-�lt

0.08
0.08

(0.07 - 0.09)
(0.07 - 0.09)

substance

ICBB test
techn. Parathionethyl SHELL
ICBB test

ICBB test

ICBB tP.st = E 605 forte International Corrrnission for Bee Botany

a.i. = activ ingridient

L

Par�thion-ethyl ( 500 g/1)

International Commission for Bee Ootuny

E 605 forte

Kenn-Nr.:

LABORA TORIUMSPRUF'UNG

1

6
7

I
I
I

7·.) h

40 h

24 h

3 / 48 h
5 / 72 h

4 h
6 h

5.0 I
100 /

27 / 6
100 / 18 h

Kontrolle:

4 h
6 h

8? /
100 /

I
I

6 h
24 h

17
100

1 / 24 h
3 / 48 h

2 h
t1 h

4? I
100 /

4 h
6 h

2 h

9? I
100 /

3? /

3 / 24 h

etwa 0.1 ug
(o� 1 ug: 1 60 / 24 h)
,

/

ug: 91 / 24 h
/
LO 50: � 10 ug

10

0.05 %

VIII c IX (83)

VI 0 VII (83)

PrUfmonate

zu prilfende Konz.
bzw. Aufwandmenge:

Stute

Oustmann

PrUfstelle

---------------------

V e r t r a u 1 i c h
-------·---- ---- -- ----

___Pr...;_u;.;..· f_t....;m_,g...__a_u_f_B_i_e....;n_e_n.....g__e_f_a_h_r_l_i_c_h_k_e_i_t__________

W irk u n g
als / durch
A temgift
Kontaktgift
Benetzen (>B'e:�t00b'e1C}
Fral1gift
(angegeben als prozentuale Abtotung in M.i.n. oder Std.) . .

Versuchsbez.
Handelsbez.
Antragsteller:
Wirkstaff und
-gehalt

Lfd, Nr.

Ergebni s der
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A LABORATORY TEST ON THE CHRONIC TOXICITY OF INSECTICIDES
L. FIEDLER

Institut fUr landwirtschaftliche Zoologie un� Bienenkunde der Universitat Bann
1. Introduction
A chronic intoxication of hor.ey bees may occur by the consumption of contaminated

nectar after pre-blossom treatments of food plants with systemic or penetrating
insecticides. In agreement with other authors (1,2) the investigations carried

out at our institute (3,4,5,6) gave the following results:

1. Residues of insecticides can be found in nectar after pre= blossom treatments;
their levels depend on the time of application and the substances tested.

2. The consumption of low concentrations of insecticides over a period of 2=3

weeks may result in an increased mortality and a reduction of brood, food
consumption and production of wax.

The effects of contaminated nectar can be tested by feeding small colonies of
bees with contaminated sugar syrup (1,2,6).

Since these experiments are quite expensive, time-consuming and weather-dependent�

we developed a simple laboratory method for the assessment of the chronic toxcicity
of insecticides. By comparing the results of this test to the residues fo11nd in

nectar during blossom it should be at least possible to distinguish between
dangerous and harmless substances.
2. Method
The bees were brushed from the combs and placed in laboratory cages (10..

*

8.5

* 5 cm). They were provided Yith sugar syrup (507. w/w sugar; 1/3 glucose, 1/3

f-ructo_se, 1/3 sucrose) for 14 days, The insectit:ides were added to the syrup;
the concentrations tested were: 0.25 , 0.50 , 1.00 and 2.00 ppm,

100 mg YFumidil' (a.i.: Fumagillin) / 100 ml were added to prevent infection with

Nosema; tha food was changed every 48 h.

!he bees w��e �ept at a teII:perature of 22 ° C and a relative humidity of 65%
in a -:ark room..

The experimental setup was:

5 groups (treatme�ts + control) , 6 cages/group, 20-30 bees/cage.

Death losses and food consumption were determined daily; frow these data we
computed:

- mortality (%)

= corrected mortality according to Abbott (7)

• (% mort. treatment - 7. mort, control) / (100 - mort. control) * 100

- average daily food consumption / bee (mg)

- average daily insecticide consumption/ bee (ng)
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Acephate

0.00
0.25
0.50
1.00

4.8

8.2

12o3

21 .. 3

a.

74.5
93 .. 2
98 .. 8
100 (12)

b

12e5

a.

64 .. 0
70. 7

b

C
C

67.6
91.4
98 .. S
100

2 .. 00
22 .. 5
--��
������������....a��-��-���---���-�����������������---��-ca-.��--��-�-�������

Methamidophos

Dimethoate

0.00
0.25
0.50
1.00
2 .. 00

5.4
10.0

21..6

OeOO

Oo25

a.so

1.00

2 .. 00
Omethoate

3o3

0.00
0 .25
0.50
LOO

4.5
8e1

16 .. 0

32 .. 5
4.9

8.

1

15_. 8

C

b

98.6
100 ( 10)

C

C

a

26.3
70 .. 0

b

96.2
100 ( 10)
100 (6)

58.9
66.6
98.4
100

59.3

C

94e8

C

100

C

29.7
93.7
97o3
99.5
100 (6)

b

45.6

a

100

a
b
b
b

91. 1

96.2
99.3
100

2.00
33.0
��������--���--��-����--�--9�-�-�--���--�-�-------------��----....---���---.,-�-�-�---�

Parathion-Ethyl

0.00
0.25
0.50
LOO

2.00
Para.axon-Ethyl

o.oo

0.25
0.50
LOO

2 .. 00
Parathion-Methyl

5.3
9.6
19.6

42.3
4"5

13 1
0

' 31�.3
74 .. 4

53.9
88 .. 1
99.6
100 (8)
23.8
54 .. 2
100 ( 10)
100
100

a

b
b
b

a

b

C

(4)

C

(3)

C

15.2
78 .. 2

99.2
100

39.9
100
·. 100
100

a
13.3
97o4
0.25
b
97.7
1L4
0.,50
32.0
b
100
100 (6)
LOO
b
7L8
100 (3)
100
2.00
166.9
b
100
100 (2)
---------------...,..,------....;..-----------(
contd.)
a: average daily insecticide cons./bee
b: abs. mortality; (day of 100%)
c: significance; duncan's multiple range d: corrected mortality
test.Means with the same letter are
not significantly differente

0.00
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0.00

Paraoxon-Methyl

1 3. 1

100 (6)

14.7

0.25

0.50
1.00
2.00

a

100

39.5

b

(3)

100 (2)

56.8

100

b

100 (2)

87.0

100

b

100

100

b

3. Results
Results for the insecticides acephate, dimethoate, parathion-ethyl and parathion
methyl as well as for their major toxic metabolites methamidophos, omethoate ,
paraoxon-et:hyl and parao�on-methyl resp. are given �n table 1.

All substances tested cause a significantly increased mortality even at a con
centration of 0.25 ppm; the only exception is parathion-ethyl.

Parathion� and paraoxon-methyl act as very strong poisons; it seems, that even

much lower concentrations then 0.25 ppm will cause severe losses 9f bees .

. Acephate, methamidophos, dimethoate, omethoate and paraoxon-ethyl also have a

strong chronic toxicity, while parathion-ethyl is the least toxic (but not harm

less) substance.

4. Further Besearch
·At the moment we are looking for a suitable mathematical model to ·describe the
effect of concentration and time on mortality. This is necessary to compute a

regression incl. confidence-intervals; finally we would like to compute "Iso

mortality-lines" as it can be seen in figure 2. These lines include all combi
nations of concentration and time that result in a defined mortality. By com-
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paring isomortality-lines to residues in nectar it might be poss·ible to

distinguish between dangerous and harmless concentrations (Fig.2).

But before this it will be necessary to com?are the results of laboratory

experiments to those of. field experiments with small or even large colonieso
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Some results of laboratory investigations on the bee toxicity of THIODAN,

RUBITOX and TORAK �ith special regard to the spraying technique.

R. Bilchler, Instituta for Bee Science, Bonn

Summary

Laboratory spraying experiments were done with THIODAN and RUBITOX to examine
the effect of the amo�nt of spray mixture and droplet size on eoxicity. A
�pecial spraying apparatus was constructed for this purpose.

A high amount of spray mixture causes the caged bees to lick each other and
thereby affects an increasing oral intakee So the toxicity effect can be

highly variable depending on the toxicity values for oral and topical

application of the preparationo The results stress the necessity to carry our;
the spraying tests under precisely controlled conditions for the amount of

spray mixture ..

The insecticides THIODAN, RUBITOX and TORA..� showed a chronic effect in

feeding experiments over a period of 13 days already with total amounts of

these substances which were smaller than the acute LDSO valuese

The combination of these insecticides with the fungicides RONILAN and ROVRAL
in feedin� and spraying tests changed the toxicity rates in some cases e

Residual tests with rape and broad bean plants demonstrated that the surfaca

strongly influences the toxicity effect.
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RELATIVE HAZARD OF PESTICIDES TO HONEY BEES
BASED ON A SEQUENTIAL SCREENING SYSTEM INTRODUCED IN HUNGARY

by

Dr. l?al BENEDEK

Ministry.of Agriculture and Food » Plant Protection
and Agrochemistry Centre� Budapest
Introduction

In Europe the hazard of pesticides to honey bees is usually classified

according to experimental results gained with laboratory methods resembling

the traditional proceudres in mammalian toxicologyQ This approach enables one
to c�assify the relative toxicity of pesticides applied directly on bees

(Beran i969)' but fails to give the farmers and beekeepers any satisfactory

information on expected bee losses under farm conditionsQ Accordingly, a nsw.

experimental system and another type of classification has beau elaborated
and introduced in Hungary to meet practical requirements.
Experimental methods

The screening system and its methodology_is based on a consideration of

different effects of pesticides on bees� !_t· has been found that direct

contact toxicity, that is direct spraying, and residual contact toxicity are

the most important ways() Vapour toxicity is only of secondary importanceQ On

the other hand, contamination of nectar or drinking water is extremely ra�e

and contamination o.f pollen has not been observed. For this reason a three
step experimental procedure has been elaborated to sercen the effect of
direct. sprays .and .the toxicity of pesticide residues()

Direct contact t_oxic_ity of pesticide sprays is tested firs·e in the
laboratory. A specific spraying apparatus has been constructed for this
pur,osesi the performance cf which closely resembles 1widely used field

machineso Our spraying towar is equipped with a TeeJeet type spray gun and
thus it produces a closely similar distribution of droplet sizes �o field

machines� The bees are placed in 10 cm long and 4 cm wide wire-screen tubes

made of screen 3=4 mesh/cm. 5 tubes containing 25 worker bees are placed on

the round table of ehe tower and the table is revolved during spraying. Bees
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are immediately placed in· clean wire-screen tubes after treatment and are

kept in the dark at =oom temperature for 48 hours. Bees are fed with sugar

syrup during this time. Mortality of groups sprayed with the pesticides is

corrected by Abbot's formula with the mort:ality cf p�cmp., ;·?i:ayed with the
same amount of distilled water. Results show how much mortality could be

expected among field bees directly sprayed under field conditions.

A second series of tests are made to estimate and compare residual toxicity
of field-weathered samples on flowering plots with a semi-lab technique.

Plots of 20-40 m 2 size are sprayed at the recommended field dosages at dusk,
i.e. at about 6 to 8 p.m. Samples are taken in the top 15 cm of the sprayed

plants at different times after the treatment. Samples are taken immediately
into the laboratory and are evenly distributed in 50 cm long x 30 cm wide x
30 cm high screen boxes made of plastic mosquito-screen. Bees are placed on

the samples and are fed with sugar syrup during the experiment. Screen boxes

with samples and bees are kept in a completely dark laboratory at normal room
temperature. Mortality- is counted 24 hours later. This type of experiment,

hot.Jever, usually gives higher mortality than under normal field conditions
because time of exposure is much longer than in case of free.flying bees.

Also the conditions are rather severe for worker bees, since they_ are.out of·
their hives. This experiment ·therefore, serves to compare residual toxicity
of different products but fails to give precise information on the losses to

be expected under field �onditions. Experience has sho� that pesticides

producing less than 30 per cent mortality with this method could be. promising
from the point of view of evening sprays being safe to bees.

Final tescs·are made in large flowering fields. The whole field is sprayed

with the recommended field dosage of the pesticide by an airplane or a

helicopter. Bee colonies, generally three hives with strong colonies, are

�oved to one edge oi the field to be treated 4-5 days before the treatment
and another three colonies are moved similtaneously to an untreated field

5 km away �or checking normal physiological be� mortality� All bee colonies

are equipped with simple dead-bee tr�ps which are 50 x SO x 50 cm large

wooden boxes the top surface of which are ma.de of wire screen with 1.3-1.6

mesh/cm. Dead bees are counted for 24 hour periods prior

1:0

treatment: and at

different times after treatment. Bee hives are covered during the treatment.

Also the strength of colonies·, area or number of covered frames, is inspected
before and a few days after treatment.
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Categories to classify hazard of pesticides
to honey bees

Traditionally no more than two classes have been used in Europe to

characterize the harmfulness of pesticides to honey beeG These are: dangerous

to bees and safe to bees� This type of classification� however, does not take
residual toxicity into consideration although this phenomena is very

important under farm conditionsQ Thus p pesticides with strong direct but weak
residual effect only kill those bees that are present during applicationc On

the other hand, products with long lasting residual toxicity �an cause

serious bee losses for a period of days�

For this reason three categories have been suggested and have been officially
introduced in Hungary to classify hazards of pesticides to honey bees�
L

Hazardous to honey bees for a long time: Products which are highly toxic
as direct sprays at recommended field dosages and also their residues

have a strong toxicity for more than 12 hours, sometimes for some day�E

These pesticides shouid never been used on flowering crops or around

IIe

bees .,

Temporarily hazardous to honey bees: Pesticides which are definitely, or
at least slightly, toxic as direct sprays at recommended field dosages

but their residues lose their strong toxicity within 8 hours or less.

These products are safe j or only slightly toxic, to bees if sprayed on

flowering crops or around hives outside the daily flight period of bees,

particularly if sprayed in the evening or at dusk�

IIIa Safe on bees: Pesticides which are neither toxic as direct sprays nor

as =esidual deposits on the crops. Products like this can be sprayed on
flowering crops or around bees during daytime hours.

This new system is closely related to the clas_sificat:1on proposd by Johansen
(1966) and Atkins et aL (1973, etc.,) in the USA although we put :,,ore

emphasis on the toxicity of residues Q
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Mo�e than 200 pesticides have been reexamined in the new screening system and
all pesticides registered in Hungary have been reclassifyed based on our new
experimental results and/or sufficiant information in world literature or
data submitted by the relevant firm producing the pesticide�

A technique of spraying insecticides on flow-ring crops
which is safe to bees

Thanks to the new approach of giving more practical information to beekeepers
and growe�s, the number and severity of bee losses due to pesticide poisoning

have decreased in Hungary during the last few years. Additionally, a great

effort has been made to develop a general spraying technique for insecticides

temporarily hazardous to honey bees on flowering crops which is safe-to bees.
Large scale farm experiments have proved that several of these products are
safe to bees if treatment is made in periods when bees are not on the wing.
Sprays. at dusk are recommended to farmers when pest infestation is serious

during the blooming period. !t is very important not to spray too early, that
is� farmers can only start to spray when th� main daily flight period of bees

has ceased. It is advised to finish the work at about i1 p.m. or at the least
at midnight because degradation of residues to a level .safe to bees usually.

takes 6-8 hourse Night temperature is also a vital factor, since low

teperature may cause a longer residual life. Therefore, even dusk treatments

should not been applied when night temperature can be expected around or
below 3 ° C or when night frost is predictedc In Hungary this procedure is

officially registered now tor Zolone (phosalone), Thiodan (endosulfan) and

Decis (delthametrine} forn:i.ulations. However. other products - Fastac

(alphamethrine), Nevifosz (phosmethilan) and probably Ripcord /cypermethrin)

- could also been registered soonG

In the case of synthetic pyrethroid insecticides, however� some additional

observations. are needed� Namely, these products do have a definite repellent

effect on foraging honey beesG ThP.refore we have also tested their effect on

bees in farm scale experiments with late and/or early morning sprayse Both
alphamethrine (Fastac) and deltamethrine (Decis) have sho"Wn definite

repellent effects which have been strong enough to prevent any bee losses in

case of late morning sprays. This effect can prevent bee losses but may be
disadvantageous for insect pollination. On the other hand s early morning

sprays have also been completely safe for bees visiting treated crops in

bloom but there has not been found any repellent effecte Thus, early morning

sprays with the mentioned synthetic pyrethroids seem to be the best solution
for bee�safe control of insec� pests at flowering crops�
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Phase I: TOXICITY OF D!RECT
SPRAYS
- method: treating bees in a
specific laboratory

i.-��--�����--,-,no further experiment with

pesticides being safe to bees

as direct sprays at recommended

spraying tower

further studies with pesticides

being toxic to bees as direct

field dosages (Pesticides safe

to honey bees)

:sprays at field dosages

Phase II: TOXICITY OF FIELD
w"EATRERED RESIDUES
- method: spraying blooming
plots and confining bees

i--��--�-----��-�:no further experiment if

toxicity of residues is more

on samples taken at

than 30 per cent on samples

treatment

treatment (Pesticides hazardous

differen: times after

taken 8 or 12 hours after

to honey bees for a long time)

further studies if toxicity
af residues is less than

30 per cen·: on samples taken

B to 12 hours after treatment (Pesticides temporarily hazardous
to honey bees)

:I

Phase III': LARGE-SCALE FIELD
· .EXPERIME�TS WITH COLONIES
- method: spraying 20-50 ha
large blooming fields by

aerial or ground application
in the dusk period; bee

-mortality is inspected on

coionies in hives equipped

with dead-bee traps

if loss in colonies is·greater

at treated field than normal
physiological mortality at

untreated field ?esticide is

not recommended for blooming crops

if loss in colonies is the same or
less in colonies at tr�ated field

than normal physiological mortality

at untreated field pesticide is

recommended for blooming crops as

dusk spray
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Comparison of Insecticide Sensibility of ether Pollinating
Insects and the Honevbee

WG Drescher and H. Geusen ( Bonn
Many toxicological data have been collected for Apis mellifera L�.
Often it ts therefore regarded ·as an indicator species for other
pollin�ting insects p but only few publications exist ( JOHANSEN;
1972; TORCHIO, 1973; )e
After the development of a time saving mass rearing method far
the aphidophagous sy�phid Episyrphus balteatus MatsG the acute
and chronical oral toxicity of the organophosphorous insecticide
AC!Pta! and the carbamate Me!h£m�l was determined� The feeding
.methods applied were similar to that used with Apis�
With_!1etho�L the L050 (24 hours) revealed similar dosages per
.
animal in bath species� also far·an ab·servation time of 72 hours
there was no significant increase in mortality above this value�
If one takes lnta account- that workerbees weigh 5 times more
t han . the sy r phids the tol e·ran c e per bod y weight is s e v era 1 tim es h i g h
in the $yrphidsQ If low doses � 1 and 2 ppm in 59 .% sugar sirup are applied in a 10 days lasting feeding experiment ) the total
amount of Methomyl which kills about 50 I of the syrphids and
the bees nearly equals the acute LD 50 doseQ
With the organophosphorous insecticide AC!P!a! the effects_
are s t r·i k- ing 1 y d i ff eren t i n respect to ·amount and t.ime facto r •
The LO 50 ( ·24 hours ) is about SO times higher in Episyrphus
than in Apis; if the observation time is expanded to 72 hours
the effective dose is reduced to 7 times of that of Apis�
When feeding low doses - 2 and 5 ppm in 50 % sugar solution far 10 days t�e tolerated chronic dose is even more reduced
and.reache�- the acute LO 50 values of Apis .. All ·applications of chronic doses result in more or -1-ess drastic
reduction in food consumption e
0

JOHANSEN; C.Ao (1972): Toxicity of Field-weathered Insecticide
Residues to Four·Kinds of Bees�
Environe Entomol� l, 393 - 394;
TORCHrO, PeF. (1973): Relative Toxicity of Insecticides ta
the Honey Bee, Alkali Bee and At'falfa Leafcut
ting Bees.,
J .. Kans ., EntamoL Soc. 46, 446 = 453;
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Comparison of the acute and chronical oral toxicity of
Methomyl and Acephat in Episyrphus balteatus and
Apis mellifera 1)
Substance
Species

I

Methomyl
I

Episyrphus Apis
bal tea tus : mellifera
I

I

LDso (24h)

in ng
LD50 (72h)
in ng

--- ---- ----- - ---

experimental
time (d)
concentration
(ppm)
� total amount
insec.intake(ng)
r/J

daily intake
(ng)

mortality by
insecticide(%)

I
I

68

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

_ _ ___ _ ___ __ __ d _ _________

10
1
32,S

12

I

Apis
, mellifera
I

I

I

I
I

4897

• ea. 1 0 C•
I

-- - - -- -- - - -- -�- -------I
I

z

10

I
I

I
I
I

I

12

2

1

z

57,S

-

-

35

51

1 3, 7

31 , 8

18

0

66

40,S

86,S

66

7,3 11 , 1
27

Episyrphus
balteatus

735

0

l

Acephat

ea. 80

I

58

r

S 4, 1

I

I
I
I

I
I

s

11 2 , 5 169,S

1

-

l) comp. FIEDLER (1984): InsektizidrOckstande in Nektar nach VorblOte

Spritzungen mit den Wirkstoffen �cephat,
Oimethoat, Methomyl, Phosalone und Propoxur
und deren Auswirkungen auf Honibienen.
Dissertation, Institut fOr Landw. Zool. und
.Bienenkunde der Universitat Bonn;
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TOXICITY OF INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES TO LARVAL AND ADULT HONEYBEES
IN SEPERATE AND COMBINED APPLICATION
Reinhilde Kuhn
Lehrstuhl Entwicklungsphysiologie
Institut filr Biologie III ( Zoologie ), Universitat Tilbingen
Auf der Morgenstelle 28, �7400 Ttibingen p West �ermarty

In the Federal Republic of Germany the use of pesticides in agriculture
is controlled by a law for the protection of honeybees (Bienenschutz
verordnung, 19.12.1972)0 But nevertheless heavy bee losses has been
reported especially in fruit- and viticulture p Although the farmers con
firm the correct application of correct dosese
The analysis of the poisoned bees showed several active ingredients in
one single triale Either the pesticides had been applied one after another
or sim�ltaneously in a mixture� The application of a mixture seems more
probable to me sin�e it would be less work and time consuming for the
farmer than the- application of one single pesticide at a time�
I investigated the effects of seve p al fungicides on the acute toxicity of
some commonly used insecticideso
Larval and adult honeybees were exposed to flungicides and insecticides
alone or in combinations with each ot�ere
The insecticides were used at dosages that resulted in low bee mortality
while the fungicides the�selves were almost nontoxic to bees.
I used tw�.test methods: The Apis-larvae-test, Wittmann had reported about
in Wageningen in 1980 and in Hohenheirn in 1982 j and the feeding test with
adult honeybees in little holding=cageso
In table 1 the pesticides tested to honeybees in seperate or ccmbined
application are given as trade names and active ingredients. The ins_e_cti
cides used were Rubitox� Orthen and Rospin, the fungicides were Pomuran,
Ronilan and Sufran Netzschwefel. The active ingredients phosalone· and
vinclozolin are substances detected in poisoned bees�
To simplify the informations in the following text, only the names of the
commercial formulations will be used.
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I. The toxicity of insecticides, fung'icides and insecticide-fungicide
mixtures to honeybee larvae (Aois-larvae-test)
The principle of this test is the direct application of a diet containing
the test substance in measured doses on larvae in their brood cells (3)e
On a brood frame test areas with at least 50 larvae of defined developmental
stages were marked with pinse
Appropriate amounts of insecticides, fungicides or a mixture of both in water
were added to a basic diet, a mixture of royal jelly, fructose, glucose and
watere 10 �l of this solution were applied to each larva. Controls got a
solution without any pesticide.
The test frames were replaced into the colonies and the number of dead larva_
were recorded after the cells had been sealede
On each brood frame an insecticide, a fungicide and a mixture of both was
tested.
To describe the effect of fungicides on the toxicity of insecticides, I
introduced the factor
.as a convenient measure of any change of toxicity
(l 1 2)Q
In this ratio I+F describes the mortality (in%) observed after the appli
cation of the insecticide-fungicide-mixture and I describes the mortality
(in%) observed after the application of the insecticide alone.
For synergistic effects this ratio should be greater than l; a ratio markedl1
less than 1 indicates an inhibition of the toxic action.
The ratios between the mortality due to an insecticide and the mortality
due to inse�ticide plus fungicide were statistically analyzed by the t-teS6e

1£.E.

The results of the Apis-larvae-test are given in table 2.
All.factors were greater than 1 indicating that each fungicide increased
the toxicity of the insecticide&
Th� increase was greater \.lith Pomuran than wi'th Ronilan.

IIe Investigations on the effect of insecticide-fungicide-mixtures on the
mortality 0f adult honeybees (Adult-test, grouo feedin2)
were collected from brcodless frames of colonies which were held
in the flight-room and were placed in standardized cages, where they had to
starve for one hour., Then they were fed in groups of 30 with 50 % sucrose
solution in which the test compound had been dissolved.,
The mortality counts were made periodically over 72 hours after treatment
to include delajed effects�
The results of this test method are given in table 3c
The toxicity of all insecticides tasted was significantly increased by the
fung.icides This increase ranged from a factor of 1 6 to 8., 1 -depending on
the insecticide in the mixture. Pomuran greatly increased the toxicity of
the two insecticides although it had lit.tle effects on honeybees by itselfo
The bees

e

e

From the data reported here it appears that simultaneous application of
insecticides and fungicidesenhances the toxicity of the insecticide its�lf
in general� All compounds tested were commercial formulations commonly
applied in orchards and vineyardso Therefore these results may be an ex
lanation for part of the bee losses in fruit- and viticulture in West
Germany that have not been fully understood as yeto
This report also illustrates the necessity o·f further investigations on
the interactions of pesticideGmixtures in biological systemso
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Trade name

Active ingredient

Rubitox
Orthen
Rospin

phosalor:.e 30 %
ac:ephat• SO%
azinophosmethyl 25:
demeton-S�ethylsulfon 7.5:

insecticide
insecticide
insecticide

Pomuran

ma.ncozeb 26.4 %
c:apte 32.S %
vinc:.l.ozoUA so%
sulfur SO%

fungicide

Ronilan
Sufran Netzschwefel

fungicide
fungicide

Tab. l: Pesticides teste<i t, larval and adult honeybees in separate
and c01Dbined application

!nsec:tic:idefungicidecombinations

Number of
C:OIDbinttd
concentrations

Rubitox - Pomuran
Rubitox - Ronilan

6

Orthen - Pomuran
Orthen - Ronilan

4

4

4

I +> F

Total number
of larvae
No

n

x

2372

33

4.60

20

l.S8

l26S
1073

24
20

33.36
S.62

1072

Tab. 2: Mortality of insectic:ide-fungic:ide-<:ombinations tc honeybee larvae
( Apis - larvae - test)

· Iiisec:tic:idefungic:icicombinations

Total au::ber
of :idult
hort<ty bees

I +F
Q

I
i

Rubitcx - Pomuraz:
�ubitox - Sufran

780

14

1350

22

3.14
1.59

Rospin - Poaiuran

330

6

8.13

'
le9

o.s
4.2

Tab. 3: Mortality of insectic:ide-fung!c:ide-combinations to adult honeybees
( Adult - test. group feeding)

s
2.7
l.O
28.9
11.3
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Ch. Czoppelt and H. Rembold
Max-Planck�Institut fur Biochemie. D-8033 Martinsried
Effects of Parathion on Honey Bee Larvae reared in vitro
Suggestions for the standardization of methods for testing pesticide taxi�
city to adult bees have been pubiished (ICBB�Report, 1982). However, no
such standards are available for testing the toxicity to bee brood.
First results from an l!!, vitro application of dimilin, precocene and juve
noids have been described (Czoppelt, Rembold, 1978 1 1981; Rembold et ai.,
1979) 1 based on the artificial rearing of first instar bee larvae up to
adults in �n incubator under controlled conditions (Rembold et al., 1974;
Rembold, Lackner, 1981). A similar screening method for elder larvae only
and for the larvicidal effect of insecticides has also been described
(Wittmann 1 Engels; 1�80).
We now present data on the effect of parathion as contact and stomach poison
for honey bee larvae under controlled conditions by use of an� vitro assay.
These results proof that the quantitative effects on bee brood are similar to
those published for the adult bees (Barker. Waller. 1978; Knight. 1982).
Material and Methods

First instar worker larvae with a body weight of 0.2 - 0.4 mg were collected
from colonies of Api� mellifera L. They were rear�d � vitro on a diet compo. sect of a mixture of Royal Jeily (RJ) J sugar solut�on and yeast extract as
described· by Rembold et al. ( 1974; 1961). Parathion was diluted in acetone
as 0.05 % standard solution.
For the contact poison test, acetone, containing O - 0.5 µg of insecttcide 1
was topically applied to third instar larvae. The larvae �ere 30 h after their
removal from the colony as �ewly hatched larvae. Their body weight was between
3 and 8 mg at the day of treatment. For the application procedure, the pre
viously weighed larvae were placed on a wet filter paper, treated and subse�.
quently transferred back ta the test-vials. Two days later their weight gain
was measured. Control larvae, which had been treated with acetone only, were
kept in a s�cond incubator separate from the parathion trea�ed larvae.
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For the stomach poison test 7 first instar larvae were reared on the artifi
cial diet to which various amounts of parathion (0.01 - 10 µg/ml) were ad
ded. The control larvae were kept separately from treated ones. During the
most intense growth phase, at fourth larval instarf the weight gain was
estimated during a 48 hours period.
Results

Topical application of 0.5 ppm parathion (0.5 ng/L3) did not cause any in
crease in mortaiity and decrease in survival rate if compared with the con
trol (Table 1 ) contact poison test). Further increase by one order of magni
tude reduced the survival rate to adults considerably. A single dose of
500 ppm parathion induced severe poisoning i� the L4 and LS stages.-There
foreJ a steep decrease in growth rate was followed by high mortality during
larval-larval and larval-pupal moults.
Permanent rearing on a parathion treated diet induced strong effects on the
biological features of bee larvae (Tabie 2; �tomach poison test). Increasing
amounts of parathion were followed by .an increase in larval mortality and a
decrease in survival rates.
The concentration of parathion in larval food and its effect ai stomach poi
son was correlated in a regression line (Fig. 1). The linear correlation be
tween log C and the probit values of the corrected mortality rates are dis
tinctly confirmed to a high degree.
From the contact poison data (Table 1) results a half effective dose (Eo50)
of 1366.9 ppm (1.37 µg parathion/L3) and a nalf lethal dose (LD50) of 176.9
ppm (0.18.µg parathion/L3j. respectively. The LD50 value is in the same order
as that found for adults which varied between 0. 1 and 0.2 µg/adult (Knight1
19a2).

A simiiar situation exists with regard to the stomach poison effect (Table 2) ..
The half lethal concentration (Lc50) of 0.1� µg parathion/L3 is similar to
the LD5 value in the contact poison assay� The EC50 value amounts to 3.84 µg/
0
parathion/L3. Similar LD50 data were also found for adults aftei feeding para
thion to bee colonies (Barker and Waller1 1978) or to caged adult bees
(Knight, 1982).
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For evaluation of pesticide toxicity to honey bee larvae) the situation
in a brood nest can easily be simulated by this� vitro test. A special
advantage of this method is,; that uncontrolled interference with the
brood by the nurse bees is excluded and that the brood can be observed
at each state of developmentQ The present standardized method is therefore very convenient for the testing of possible·1arvicidal effects of
conventional and unconventional plant protection chemicalsc
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THE INTERPRETATION OF LABORATORY AND MODEL FIEtD TESTS OF
PYRETHROIDS ON HONEYBEES FOR THE EVALUATION OF FIELD HAZARD
Jaromir BAC!LEK
Institute of Apiculture Research at Dol, 252 66 Libcice nad
Vltavou, Czechoslovakia
Summary
A test for the combined evaluation of oral toxicity and repellency of
pesticides to honeybees i: Apis mellifera. L.i, was developed. Caged bees are
offered toxic and control solutionso Special care must be taken with the
handling procedure for this test if the repellency evaluation is co be
reliable� Oral repellency was confirmed for a sugar solution containing Decis
2e5 EC (deltamethrin) and Baythroid 050 SL (cyfluthrin)e Oral toxicity in
this test is low for Decis 2G5 EC and Cybole 100 E (flucitrinate).
A contact test was performed on glass surfaces. The contact toxicity
expressed as LD50 (g aeie/ha) decreases in the following order: Baythroid
050 SL, Decis 2.5 EC, Cymbush 25 EC (cypermethrin), Karate 2.,5 EC
(cyhalothrin), Ripcord 200 EC (cypermethrin), Fastac 10 EC (alphamethrin)�
Cymbtish 10 DP, Ambush 25 EC (permethrin), Neopynamin NBP 15 (tetramethrin)
and Cybolt 100 Ee The contact toxicity largely depends on temperature, with
maximal effect at 25 ° C, and on the age of tested formulationse Stability
decreases in the following order: Decis 2 e 5 EC, Cybolt 100 E, Fastac 10 EC�
Baythroid 050 SL and Ripcord 200 ECc
The oral toxicity of Danitol 10 EC (fenpropathrin) to young honeybees
decreased markedly, if youg bees received surplus pollen diet be·fore· the
treatment:.,
The toxicity of Decis 2e5 EC and Ambush 25 EC in a model field test is not
significante It was demonstrated that in the field� Decis 2.5 EC and Faseac
10 EC did not represent a serious hazard for bees.
It is suggested to test oral toxicity at l/4 of the concentration of
pesticide used in agriculture and contact toxicity at 1/10 of this
concentratione These values have practical significance for the evaluation 0f
the hazard to honeybees in most treated crops and conditions�
(A full account of this work will be published elsewhereo)
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FIELD EXPERIMENTS ON TOXICITY OF PENNCAP Mand
FULKIL (Microcaps) TO BEE COLONIES ON BLOOMING
RAPE
METHODS OF ANALYSIS FOR RESIDUS IN BEE and
POLLEN iN THE HIVES

J.M. CZARNECKI (1)
R. BORNECK (1). = Y.LOUBLIER (2) et J. LOUVEAUX (2)
S. HANOUT (1) - L. PROTHON (3) et F. SEVERIN (3)
OBJECTIVE

O�r objective was double. On one hand we have tried to provokebee foraging under
natural conditions on rape treated by micro-encapsulated products; on the other
hand we 1ooked for a method of analysis allowing as to prove simply the presence
of microcaps not only in the bees, dead or n:ot but also in the honey and po11er
in the form of pellets or in the stored pollen.
I

EXPERIMENTAL LAY OUT

The experimental lay out is installed on four basic plots of flowering rape
(stage G 2 of flowening)
The basic plot is a rape field of 3 ha minimum, sufficient1y distant from
other rape cultures, other nectar sources and bee yards others than those of the
experiments.
The experimental beeyard is constituted by 6 ten frames Dadant hives

- 2 hives with pollen traps
= 2 hives with dead bee traps (Todd modified model}
- 2 hives without trap.
The hives are placed on .the different basic plots after spraying in the night
of 9 th to 1 a th May'. ·
The spraying in done on the 8 th (0 - 1) late in the evening with a forceful
spray - 160 l water/ha.
The lay out includes 3 sprays

P1 � Penncap M (2dO g/1 parathion methyl)
0,8 t C.P/ha
P2 � Capsolane (360 g/1 E.P.T.C)
P3

1 L C.P/ha

Filkil (240 g/1 parathion me·thyl)
0,6 L C.P/ha
P4 - imtreated plot

Capsolane microencapsulated has been choosen because it is never used on rape
and consequently the presence of microcaps or E.P. T .C residues on bees or storad
pollen in the hive couldonly be related to the experimental spraying.

Sampling
Samples are taker for analysis on
- rape f1owers
- trapped pollen

. . . / .. . . .
- stored pollen in the frames between D + 1 and O + 8
- 1iving foragers
- dead bees from the trap s
ans D + 8

From 3 to 6 samples are taken beetween O -

RESULTS

Despite the bad climatic conditions wich hampered foraging we were able to
collect sufficient samples as it appears in the·fo11owing tables.
A search for Parathion methyl residues has been done with gaz chromatography
on different samples from plots P 1 and P l - The main results are indicated
on table II

=e

The differences of bee mortalities between the three different used products
do not seem significative though Capsolane appears to
only slightly
toxic.
A search for micro-caps themselves has been conducted on the same samples for
the plots P 1 and P 3 to confirm the presence of Fulkil and Penncap M.
We did the same research for micro-encapsulated Capsolane on the· samples taken
from the plot ?2�

ANALYTIC METHODS
Two distinct approaches to the problem of defining the caract�ristics of micro
caps in the bees or in the hive products are possible. The chemical way consists
of proving the presence and. the dosing of the main material employ_ed in the
making of the capsules or, if this is not possible, the resulting product
after desintegration such as .analine resulting from the pyrolyse of this materia
This way used by HANNY Do and al. needs the use of mass-spectography. It is
complicated and not commercialy used.in non specia1ised laboratories.
Another
way consists in visualising the microcapso This was· done by HOOPINGARNER
.
. and ale and by ATKINS and KELLUM with successc This is also the way we
chose but using a slightly different principle.
Cur method is based on the
to des troy the an tna 1 or
with the inflorescences of
by the bees or from stored
microscope prepdrations in
have been aliminated,

resistance of the capsu1es to oxydising ·agents able
vegetab1e matter r n this way, wie.ther we start
the treated plant, er the pollen pe11ets gathered
pollen o� from the bees thernselves,we arrive at
which the microcaps remain while the other elements
o

The oxydising agent that we used is sodium hypochlorite at 24� chlorate (Nao C1
a temperature above 80 ° C during the process should �e avoided. A very small
volume of concentrated capsules can be obtained by successive spinntogs. ·A
last treatment with pure sulfuric acid permits the elimir.ation of the remaining
cytoplasm . The spi n.sediment after being washed.with water and ethyl alccol_i$
slide mounted in pure Olycerine or in gelatinous glycerine.
This spi�--sediment can be coloured with methyl-green (5 ml during 5 minutes).
The possible residues of pollen are then coloured and this makes the di�cr·!minat
and identification of the microcaps easier;

Cl

••

/
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DISCUSSIONS and CONCLUSIO�

Thi� field test and the analysis method used enabled us to prove the presence
of �en�cap M, Ful�il and Capsolane microcaps in all the samples(bees and poll
collected after fie1� treatments realised under the prescribed conditions.

- The collection of rnicrocaps by the bees and their stora;e with pollen in �h,
hive has been proved.

- The visual analysis method used has proved to be cheap, easy and reliable.
permits to clearly identify the different typ�s of micr.ocapsules on foragin�
bees as well as in the collected and stored pollen.
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- Al3.l METHODOLOGY USED IN 1984 TRI.ALS WITH PP321 ON OILSEED R..4..PE IN RELATION TO
UK PSPS GUIDELINES ON HONEYBEES
W Wilkinson and HJ Gough, ICI Plant Protection Division, Jealott's Hill
Research Station, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 6EY, UK
In May 1984 two honeybee trials were carried out on flowering winter
oilseed rape i based on the Pesticide Safety Precaution Scheme Working
Document D4 ..
This summary briefly lists the main features, indicating deviations from
the guidelines, difficulties encountered, and the value of some
observationse
TEST PLOTS
The recommendation is 3-5 ha plots, separated by at least 300 me We
preferred full field scale, and used six whole field plots of 20�50 ha
eache Obtaining these at a similar stage of flowering and sufficiently
isolated from other attractive crops caused problems of communication, as
sites were up to 12 km aparte Local differences in weather sometimes made
comparisons between plots difficulto
HIVES
Five hives were used per plot, three with dead bee trays, two with pollen
trapso Mild weather had brought forward flowering by 2-3 weekso Because
it was so early in t:he season some weaker bee colonies had to be included�
but these were distributed among the siteso
The guidelines recommend that hives should be at a site not more than two
days before pesticide application to ensure chat foraging is mainly on the
plots� In t:he second ·erial spraying was delayed for five days by
unsuitable weathero This actually resulted in better data for foraging
counts and larger amounts of pollen being brought in by treatment daye
The proportion of rape.pollen did not show any major changes related to
length of time the hives had been presente
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Weather was ehe most critical factor as the bees had to be active in the
crop before spraying by helicopter could begino Simultaneous spraying of
Che PP32l and the toxic standard would have been ideal� boch to avoid
sudden weather chang·�s and for strict c.ot:J.parison of results" -rhere were,
however 1 logistic problems even in closely consecutive sprayse
MORTALITY
Numbers of dead bees at the hive j in dead bee trays j gave the! clearest:
data and showed that �here were no deaths attributable to PP321, whereas
there was high mortaliey at ehe toxic standard hives� Detailed assessment
of the brood was usually followed by small increases in mortality$ It was
not considered worthwhile in
trials of this size to assess bee
mortality in the crop i nor.is it recommended in the guidelines. As PP321
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does not have a quick knock-do.Jn on bees any effects would be expected
mainly at the hives.
FORAGING ACTIVITY
Foraging bees were counted at reg�lar times on six 50 m x l m strips in
each plot. The results, though useful, did not give the clear patterns
which had been hoped for. This was partly due to changeable weather, but
also apparently to variations between fields. For instance in one field
foraging seemed to be concentrated in the area near the hives which
contained the observation strips, whilst in another activity was more
evenly spread over the fieldo Hourly observations gave a clearer pattern
than two hourly.
ACTIVITY AT THE HIVE
Valuable data were gained, especially on treatment daye Large numbers of
bees returning to the hives after treatment, and cleaning themselves,
indicated that they had been sprayed. The small number then taking off
for l\ hours indicated suppression of foraginge Variable weather and
differences between hives limited use of arrival/take-off counts, which
might be more efficiently and frequently done by some sort of electronic
countere
STATE OF THE COLONIES
Adult population was only assessed subjectively pre-trial in April, and
late-season in October. Brood assessment was done duting ·the trials,
firstly by mapping on polythene, later by photography. There were
problems with the time involved, counting eggs from photographs, and
disruption of other assessments. It was possible, however, to conclude
that PP321 had not affected the brood.
POLLEN
The design of pollen trap used was not always effective, and may have
c�used stress. Tha relative amounts collected by bees were of limited
value, but data on the proportion of rape pollen were good. In spita of
tiny initial amounts of pollen colle�ted on the first trial, a clear
picture of low residues, rapidly de�lining during nine days, was obtained.
FURTHER RESIDUE Ai.�ALYSIS
A small number of samples of new honey and wax yielded very low residu�s,
but dead bees on the PP321 sites we�e too few to make analysis worthwhila.
GENERAL COMMENTS
The modified method gave satisfactory results, which might have been
improved with more frequent observations, but it was already very labour
intensive. Mediocre weather affected the clarity of some d•ca, and worse
weather could have ruined the entire trials. This is not unusual in
honeybee field trials. The need for simultaneous treatment in countries
with variable weather is obvious.

Experimental 8eeke�pig§statian .rtAmbrosiushoeve". /
Beekeeping.
Tilburgseweg 32, Hilvarenbeek.
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J e van der Steen
Jo van den Eijnde
Field test of the hazard of deltamethrin to honeybees
Introduction
The hazard of a pesticide to honeybees must be known, before it::is legislated
to be applied in rape during flowering�
Winter rape is the main honeysource in the Netherlandsc
About half of th� Dutch beekeepers (6000 beekeep�rs 1 150000 - 20e000 bee
colonies) visit the rape annualy in May.
The pesticide for control the beetles (Melighetes aeneus and Ceuthor
rynchus assimilis) during flowering, used till now, showed a decreased
action ..
Cage tests and other investigations showed that the pyrethroide, Decis
flowable, is not hazardous to honeybees� applied in a concentration of
0,2 l / hectare when 500 l / hectare was sprayede This in spite of the
fact that the active ingredient of Decis flowable, deltamethrin f is toxic
to honeybees. Decis flowable has shown to be effective in controlling
the beetlese Most of the mentioned tests were carried out in summer�
Because of the fact that it concerns an application in spring (May) and
thousands of beecolonies are involved, a field test of the hazard of
Decis flcwable in winter rape was carried oute
Methods
- Test field: The testfield consistzd of eight isolated plots winter rape
in wintercorno Each plot was 2400 m
( 100�24 m)� ·
In every plot was an alley& The mutual distance was 500 me
- Beecolonies� Four beecolonies were placed at every plot (total 32)c
The average number frames, occupied with bees r per colony was 14 ..
The colonies were queen=right and had open and sealed brood.
ihe colonies were stationed at the plots when the rape was already flowering
and before the pesticides were sprayed�
- Observations: In front of every hive a trap wa3 placed in order to
collect dead bees. ·�
The number of dead bees in every trap was counted
� one day before pesticidespraying
some hours after pesticidespraying
� daily dui:·ing 6 days after pesticidespray ing �
To check the number of de3d bees thar. died in the fi�ld 9 she�ts of gauze
were put in the corridors
Daily, simultaneous with the colle�tion
and counti�g of the dead bees,
bees visiting the flowers on 100 m k were counted in every plot�
c

..
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- Pesticides: The test was carried out in duplicate. Per hectare 500 1
was sprayed.
plat
l
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

active ingredient
deltamethrin
fosalone
deltamethrin
parathian
fosalane
deltamethrin
parathion
deltamethrin

formulation
Decis flow.
Zolone flow.
Decis flow.
parathion
Zolone flaw.
Decis flow.
Parathion
Decis flow.

concentration
25 gr/1
SOO gr/1
25 gr/1
250 gr/1
500 gr/1
25 gr/1
250 gr/1
25 gr/1

quantitl/hectare
0,2 l
1,5 l
0,4 l
?
l
1,5 l
0,2 l

..

2

l

0,4 l

Pesticidespraying was carried out while bees were _foraging at 11.00 a.m.
- Data: The test was carried out as a blocktest (plat 1,2,3,4 block 1,
plot 5,6,7,B black 2).
The data Were treated with the Variation Analysis (V.A.).
In case of a significant difference, the pesticides were mutually compared
by means of the t test. Both the effect of Decis 0,2 1/ hectare and Decis
0,4 l / hectare were compared with the effect of the non hazardous pesticide
Zolane. The data of the known hazardous Parathion were not treated.
Variation Analysis: experiments (beecolonies)
24
treatment
3
df blocks
1
df treatment
2
20
df rest
23
df total
F' (0,95) : 3,49
Results
table l
elot

l

9

beemortalit:z: 14-5-1984 (- l da:r: eesticide aeelicatian)
4
7
3
5
6
8
72
8
l
10
3
7
5
0
9
17
l
21
4
20
30
6
�6
8
6
5
14
5
30
6
5
15
2
35

mortality I
colony

14
3
9.

V.A.

F black
f. treatment

table 2
elat
mortality I
colony
V.A.

l

5
l

2

4

2

0
0

2
1

"F' black
i: treatment

=

2,59
:: 1,23

no significant diff�rence
no significant difference

beemortalit:z: 15-5-1984 (+ same
3
4
6
5
0
2
;
l
�6
126
2
2
l
84
o
o
4
159
3
0
1

=
=

0 ! 01

4,8

hours after seraying)_
7

114
120
252
447

8

7
2

9

2

no ·signi fica,,t difference
signi fie ant difference
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t test ( t(0,95) df 14 2,14)
Decis 0,2 l / Zalone
t::1,78
t: 2,99 significant more mortality
Oecis 0,4 l / Zolone
Decis 0,2 l / Decis 0,4 l t= -1,51
table 3
elot
mortality/
colony
V.A.
t test
table 4
plot
mortality/
colony
V.A.
table 5
plot
mortality/
colony

V.A.

a

l
l

4

3
14
F' black
F treatment
Decis 0,2 L
Decis 0,4 l
Decis 0,2 l

beemortality 17-5-1984 (+ 2 days)
7
4
6
5
8
3
2
10
6
180
151
10
5
4
3
3
8
351
205
l
3
7
7
l
l
o
411
310
11
4
4
7
347
19
8
5
167
:: 0,43
F' block
no significant difference
F treatment : 3,11
no significant difference
l

2
0

l

2

o

2
4

7

5

l
l
2
2

z

l
3

7
2
o
17
3
F block
treatment

V.A.

V.A.

2
4

olot

beemortalit;r: 16-5-1984 (+ 1 daz:)
....
7
8
6
3
5
3
.519
12
13
335
3
5
2
451
l
420
2
747
9
l
2
261
5
777
1920
1
2
25
l
::: 1,4
no significant difference
significant difference
:: 3,99
/ Zolone
t :: 1,79
t: 2,55 significant more mortality
/ Zolone
/ Decis 0,4 Lt = -1,41
/1

F block
treatment

table·6
plot

table 7
date
15 ,May
16 May
17 May
18 May

2

l

+3

beemortality
4
3
247
l
2
36
4
280
231
l
: 0,05
0,14

10-s...:1994 <
5
6
5
l
3
l

beemortality
4
3
3
18
6
102
5
19
4
14
:;: o, 78
: 1,7

19 . and 20-5-1984 (
5
6
7
2
32
1
4
8
83
7
8
43
l
5
27

=

foraging bees
4
.,�
,.,?
13
26
a
14
53
33
15
0
0
0
0
0
13
14.
20
12·
F treatment :: 1,37

l

l

days)
7
8
25
3
122'.
2
63

5

4
2
42
l
no significant differ�nce
no significant difference
+

3 and 4 days)

e

4

9
21
6
no significant differe�ce
no significant difference.

on 1oo·m 2 rape
.,
6
5
8
48
19
0
45
10
a
0
0
0
0
5
3423
9
no significant difference
I
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table 8
plot
date

Tnfay

16 May
17 May
18 May
V.A.
t test

total beemortality per plot 15 - 18 mai 1984
7
4
8
6
5
3
4
933
20
465
2
10
3
12
3636
7
44
26
10
1793
5
24
833
25
14
9
1289
39
32
10
7
794
11
252
8
6
11
13
no significant1difference
: 0,08
F' block
significant difference
F treatment : 3192
0,6
t
Decis 0,2 L / Zolone
2i32 significant more mortality
Decis 0,4 l I Zalone t
-2,14
Decis 0,2 l I Decis 0,4 l t
l

2

.

=
=

=

Discussion
There was no significant �ifference between the number of dead bees per
plot before the pesticides were sprayed.
·Parathion caused an enormous beemortality after some hours which lasted
several days.
There was-no significant d�fference between the amount of dead bees in
Decis 0,2 l / hectare plots and the Zolone plots. Oecis 0,4 l / hectare
(dJuble concentration) caused reliable more beemortality than Zolane on
the day of spraying and the next day.
The amount of' dead bees found in the traps showed that the bees did not
fly from one plot to another. It is known that the number of foraging
bees depends on the size of the source of nectar and pollen. So the amount
dead bees is related to the number of bees visiting the plot.
The beecolonies, used in this test, develloped normally during summer.
Conclusion
S.praying Decis 0,2 1/ hectare in flowering rape (Moy) does not cause signific�nt
more dead bees than spraying with the known non hazardous pesticide Zolone
1,5 1 / hectare. Decis 0,4 l / hectare caused significant more beemortality
than Zolone on the day of spraying and the next day.
Repellency on foraging bees from 15 till 18 M�y was not demonstrated.
literature
- A five year study en the effect of deltamethrin on bees under natural
conditions (1978-1982)! Boquet, J; l.'Hotellier, M.; Fevre,F.; Baumeister,G.
- P.!JP Rapport: Veldonderzoek naar het effekt van een vijftal insekticiden
op kaolzaadglar.s- en koolzaadsnuitkevers en hun invloed op bijen in bloeiend
zomer�aclzaad in Zuidelijk Flavoland. Deel a: L.J.A. Wouters en J. Daling.
Deel b: J. v. d. Steen en J. v. d. Eijnde, 1984.
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A FIELD STUDY Or THE ErrECT ON HONEYBEES Or PROCHLORAZ APPLIED TO
OILSEED RAPE

1
Z
D.J e Arnold ( ) & L�G. Davies ( )
ABSTRACT

A field study has been carried out to determine the effect of the
fungicide prochloraz (1(N�propyl-N-2=(2 t 4 f 6-trichlorophenoxyethyl)
carbamoyl)imidazole) en foraging honeybees in ?ilseed rapac
Three plots of oilseed rape 1 each greater than 3 ha and approxim
ately 1 km apart j were used either untreated (control), treated with
prochloraz (SPORTAK) or treated with dimethoate (ROGOR 'E'), the
latter used as a toxic standardQ
rour hives of honey bees were established on each plot several
days before pesticide treatmentQ Bee activity was monitored before,
during and after treatment 6n each of the plotse Dead bee traps
were fitted to each hive and casualties ware recorded daily.
Samples of bees, pollen and honey were ratained for prochloraz
residue analysiso
Prochloraz and dimethoate were applied to the crop in full flower,
by ground sprayer at rates equivalent to 500 g and 350 g aeie/ha
respectivelyo The control plot remained untreatedo
Application of prcchloraz waa shown to have no deleterious_ affects
on honeybee foraging activityc Moreover, neither adult bees in
the hive nor brood development were affected by the chemicalo In
comparison, application of dimethoate resulted in a reduction of
foraging activity accompanied by a high mortality of adult beeso
Prochloraz residues in the analysed bees and pollen were present
in amounts up to 006 and 1a4 mg/kg respectivalyo Negligible
prochloraz residues were found in the honey,.

(1)

rBC Limitad 9 Chesterford Park Research Station, Saffror. Walder.,
Essex$ C810 1XLe UKc

(2)

Dept0 of Life Scie�ces, Trent Polytechnic, Nottingham�

UK
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�TMEMT OF BOCff!IMG ORCHARD TREES WITH •rEMOXYCARs·
Luzio GERIG,
'Bee !�stitute s Swiss Federal Dairy Research Station,
CH-3097 Liebefe1d-8erne
renoxycarb (InsegarR ), a novel non-neurotoxic insecticide with a broad
activity spectrum as an IGR and being harmless to various beneficia1 or
ganisms i was applied to three large orchards of blooming apple trees dur
ing foraging activity of honey bees in 1982"" 1984. To control the "summer
fruit tort!*ix. moth" (Capuf or Adoxophyes reticulana HB.) Fenoxycarb has to
be applied during bloom o apple,trees (blossom buds open: F -F2i.
None of the 3 treatments had any detectable effect on the population den�
sity, brood development or abnorma1 bee or brood mortality of the hives
p1Jced inside or at the random of the orchards.
We investigated especially the po11en gathering behaviour. The pollen
loads retained in the pollen traps were recorded accord1ng to structure,
color and weight. The weight of retained pome pollen loads varied from
year to year in wide ranges: 0.12 - 48 g/colony. (The morphological
characters of the apple and11 pear pollens are very similar. We expressed
this group as pome po11en = "Kernobst" in German).
11

Other important collected pc11en species were: rape, maple, oak, dan�
de1ion, stonefruit and partially willow.
Table 1: Gathering behaviour on the day of treatment
I
!Year No. of co1onies Bloom stage

I

11982
I
11983
I
11984
I

l

2

Blossom open

6

Petal- fall

6

Blossom open

Yield/colony
35 g

Portion of pome po11en
18 - 55 i

12 g

2

61 g

75

5

Of
,0

85 '.fi

The results of residue analysis of the pome pollen varied in the three
tests in 7 different samples between 1.9 = 18 ppm FenoxycarbQ.
In two bioassav tests on more or 1ess contQminated pome pollen with newly
emerged bees the amount of eaten �o11 en was the same for both qua 1 i ties in
the corresponding years of 1982/8"
In 1982, the iongevity was not shortened at all by feeding the collected,
natura1ccntaminated pollen, whereas artificially contaminated pollen
(0.007 and Oo07 i ai renoxycarb) shortened the longevity by 59 and 66 :.
In 1984 P .the corresponding tests show no comprehens.ible values. The development
of the pharyngeal glands characterized by weighing or measuring the degree of
development of the glands seems to be no reliable para112ter
0
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We conclude that our methods of investigation are still toe rough and the
possible influence of Fenoxycarb too insignificant for damaging bee co
lonies. The intermixing o_f di_fferent pollen species is "big" enough to get
a di1ution effect. The fact that one plot of b;ood wi11 get on1y cc�ta
minated pome pollen is quite negligibleG
The app1ication of Fencxycarb in fu11 apple blossoms shows no adverse
effects on honey bees or on middle-terme colony development.
�e recommendate to spray out of peak foraging activitye
Registration: In Switzerland Fenoxycarb is provisionaly classified for

l9d4/85 as anon-hazardous to bees"G (In 1983/84 growers have treated in

Switzerland over 70 to 170 hectars' of apple and pear orchards. There was
no c1aim of any bee damagese)
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Results obtained in France in 1983 and 1984 in the experimentation on bees
with Decis� on cereals and cruci£ers.
F. GARNIER - R. BA!JME!SIER
ROUSSEL UCL.AF, 27, rue Maurice Bereeaux 78540 Vernouillet, France

-------------

Deltamethrin is very active against seedpod weevil in rape and aphids on ears in
cereals. In both cases bees can be present in the field at the spraying time.
the action of deltamethrin on bees foraging in both crops has been studied follo�
different: ways : litele cages, tents, open field. Since 1983 trials nave been ruade
under large mesh-covered tunnels. On wheat: the bees were attracted by an areJ.r ic:
honey dew. No attractant was used on crucifers. Inseceicides were sprayed du�ing
the day flight. Half of the tunnel was treated, the other part was used :o measu!
the repellent effect, by difference. Foraging bees and dead bees were regularly
counted before and after spraying. The eese procedure was based on the recommandc
tions and advice of Mr LOUVEAUX (!NRA).
In 1983 and 1984 five tunnels were used on wheat : deltamethrin 6.25 g a i/ha ar.c
12.5, phosalone 600g, dimethoaee 400 g, and water 450 1/ha. In 1984 the following
products were applied on flowering mustard : deltameth�in 7.5 g a i/ha f parathiQn
250 g, water. !he authorized dosage of deltamethrin is, in France : 6.25 g a iihc
against ears aphids on wheat, 5 g a i/ha against seedpod weevil on rape.
All the data obtained with deltameth.rin were consistenewith the res�lts of the
tests carried out previously: slight di�turbation of the bee behaviour f but ve�y
rapid return to norma.l in few hours, no increase in mo�eality, no anomaly in the
development of eh� hives. The i.inocuousness of deltamethrin .is at least equi'1rale::i.
to that of phosalone.� which is classified as hazardless to bees. On the ocher.
hand the study clearly proved the high toxicity of dimethoate.

Decis (!) (EC 25 g/1 deltamethrin) regiscered trade mark ROUSSEL UCLAF
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6
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678
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'
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740
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1

11
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to 23/07 111 18 h

97

316
588

147

223
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127

309
502
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65

35
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to 29/07 at 18 h

26/07 at 8 h

Counts

.
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·)34

20
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24/07 at 9 h
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HIVE ZONE

COUNT SITE
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. ·coUNTS Of DEAD BEES

TABLE V11

l

1)2

3 433

3 046

96

Oil

I 912
4 092

3

6)

2!4
300

-

6

(I 30))

(2 7S5)

(2 306)

( I 21S)
(2 111)

(90)

(l 9l)
(2 986)

(l 21)

()8)

Counts from
19/07 at 8 h
to 29/07 at 18 h

TOTAL MORTALITY

I

.N
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EVAlllATinN OF' HAZARr>S Tn HONEY REES FOLLOWING

__ ----- cam,,:,

_........,___ -

--

- -----

INSECTICinES
TREATMENTS Or CEREAL CROPS rnR EAR
.._,,.
APHID cnNTRnL
IN PRESENCE -Of HONEY --DEW
__________
_...__

Phc nfRPAY, lQ LERLANC
�r,PfSJlflL - 241 his r.ranrle rue rte la riuilloti?.re
L Yn�! _, F'P ��H�f
Honey hees are known to fora�e honey rlew secreterl by aphids n�asent on the
rlevelonin� eArs in wheate They can he placerl at risk as a result of an
imn�ooer choica of the insecticirle ta be appliede
llnlike nectAr anrl pollen,
aphid honey dew is dire�tly exposed to
contamination hy an insecticirlal sorayc As a consequence, inqestion of the
insecticiri� hy hees foraqinq honey rlew is likely to be qreater than contact
with the toxicant in situations or bees fora�inq ·r1owers.
The nuroose or our sturly was to investiqate these effects and to determine
wethet", the b,o pyrethroid insecticirles, SWHCID!N (fenvalerate) and FASTAC
(alphamethrine) can be userl on cereals without hazard to foraging. honey
hees.
In view of' the ciifficulty in locatint1 large cereal fields with naturally
occurrino heavy aphici infestatibns snrl therefore presence of honey dew, the
trial was rlevised by placing beehives in mesh tunnels situated ever a wheat
crop at full earin� staqeo
The "resence of aphid honey dew was simulated by the application of
sucrose haserl solution�

a

The insecticirles were armlied anrf honey bees were allowed to forage ..
A small area within the tunnel was left untreated by insecticide because of
the known repellent effects associated with pyrethroid insecticides in
order qive ·to honey bees an alternative are� for foraging the crcipQ
Treatments with both ��I�InIN and fASTAC insecticirles were compa�ed �o a
water cont�ol, a toxic reference (rlimethoate) anrt a non toxic reference
(pyr,imicarhe) ..
�mall bee hives (5 hrn.orl f�ames) 1 carefully prepared by e professional
beekeener of INRA� wer, nlacerl into t.he tunnel 3 to 5 days before the
insecticirle ApplicationG
Climatic ohservations were recorrlerl at reqular intecvals during the
experimentation Th� amount of pyreth�oid insecticide and sucrose deposits
were cietermiried by HPLC an(J C:C analysise
e

nbservatio�s on foraqinq activity ann bee mo�tality were mane at frequent
intervals herore anrl afte� insecticirle aoplication in each tunnel. At the
same time the· hehaviour of the bees on the crop and at the hives was

. ohserverl ..

l
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��e �nrtalities were counterl Arounrl anrl insirle the hives.
Two weeks After �nolication each small hive was examinerl in details by the
heekeener in orrler to assess the st�te of the arlult hee population,
viebility of the �ueen anrl area of the rlevelooinn hroorl.
From this sturly conrlucterl unrler severe conditions it can he conclurled that
the aoplication of FA�TA� or �IMI�In!N rlurinq ve:y active foraqinq resulted
ir. no arlverse effects on hor.ey hee survival or colony development. Extremely
low levels of resirlues in honey and wax were found.
Ry contrast the rlimethoate treatment killed a large number
pratically stopped the foraqinq activity of bees.

of

A clear repellent effect was observed after the applications
�IMICinIN anrl pyrimicarbe.
The rluration of the FASTAC repellancy effect appeared to
related than for s11�1rr�mr�.

he

bees and
of

FASTAC,

more

dosa

The lack of adverse effects on honey bees resultinq from the treatment with
both pyrethroirl insecticides experimented under very severe conditions has
led to a "non hazardous to hees" registration in France, for their use for
the control of ear a�hirl in cereals at their respective recommanded dose
rates.

Mat's l9AS
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A sequential testing system for assessing the toxicity of pesticides
to honey bees
Christopher !nglesfield,
Shell Research Ltd,,
Sittingbourne Research Centre,
Sittingbourn.e p
Kent, ME9 8AGc
It is generally accepted that knowledge of toxicity alone is
not sufficient eo evaluate the hazard of pesticide use eo honey
beese A comprehensive system for assessing the hazard of pesticides
to honey bees has been developed at Sittingbourne Research Centre,
and is summarised in Figure 19 This diagram illustrates the
sequential testing scheme used to evaluate compoundse
The utility of this system has been proven during the
development of the py�ethroid insecticide, Fastac. In common with
other pyrethroids, technical grade Fastac was found to be highly
toxic to honey bees when administered directly in laboratory
testso However, when bees were exposed to residues sprayed on
flowering Phacelia plants in large mesh cages, mortality was limited
(<13% compared to >95% with dimethoate)Q This reduction of hazard
was confirmed by field seudi�s� initially in small plots of
flowering mustard and subsequently in large scale trials monitoring
the effects of commercial applications by helicopter and tractor to
oilseed rapec
Studies such as these demonstrate the value of a step-by-step
approach eo evaluating the effects of pesticides on honey beeso
Careful interpretation of the results obtained at each stage of the
testing programme ensures a reliable and cost-effective assessment
of hazardo
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DECISIONS

TESTS
LD50 >.100 ).19

Non-toxtc. Product wlli be
regarded a� non-nazardous

acute tcp1cal and oral tcxtctty

unless tt has unusual
phystco-cnemlcal properttes
Ce.g very h1gh partltton

Tox1c

coefficient or a novel mode

____
of act1on e.g,moult

,__

Laboratory cage test wtth the
exposure of bees to flowers

lnh1b1t1ng hormone)

�

sprayed at likely fteld dose
rates

Moderate to

...

I
Ilow mortgltt!es

Accept th�t the product 1s
toxic and harmful to bees

0

Terminate study, �sure

I
m
in
C

....

Small-plot fteld trial or large

product Is ciearly labelled &$

outdoor cage study on a

dangerous to bees

flow�r1ng crop Ce,g, must�rd)

0

to tnvesttgate the dtrect

...
::,,.
....r:.
X
0

effects on survival and
behaviour. Plus a subjective

0,

gssessment of effects on
colony development

I

Acknowledge potential
hazard to oee:. Evaluate

No adverse eff'ects

posstbt11tles For us1ng the
product only outslde the
bees' fltght period C�.g.ear!y

Large commerctal-soale field

morning or dusk)

trial on flower!ng crop Ce.g.
rape� wlth ground and aerial
appllcatton:: Asses�m�nts of

>

direct ef'fect: on survival and
behaviour. �xam1natton of
long-term effects on colony
dcvelopm�nt. Oetermtnatton
of' residues tn pollen,honey
and ... ax

-

Non-hazardous. ?roceed for
r�gls����ion tn ilowerlng
crops ..,here lack o� danger �G
honey baas Is required

A SEQUENTIAL TESTING SCHEME FOR ASSESSING THE HAZARD
OF INSECTICIDES TO HONEY BEES.
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PSEUDO!NTOXICAT!ONS OF BEE COLONIES - EXAMPLES OF COLONY BREAKDOWN
WITHOUT CONNECTION TO PESTICIOE TREATMENTS
Luzic GERIG and Georges BUEHLHANN,
Bee· Ins titute, Swiss Federal Dairy Research Station f
CH�3097 Liebefelct-Eerne
In the past 17 years the population ctyr.amics of about 1 OOO bee colonies in
Switzerland and neighbouring countries has been studied by our institute.
For each colony the number of workerbees and the brood area was therefore
measured 7 to 10 times during the bee season., The data. a.re stored in a
computerized data ba�k which allows us to calculate all the important
parameters for every single colony.
In summ�rtime there i s always a remarkable rate of bee lossese Averages of
800 to 1000 bees per day from May to August are commone These rates are
calculated by comparing the expected rate of adult emergence (obtained
from the brood area measurements) with the observed rate of .growth (dif
ference in the number of workerbees of two estimations at 21 days inter
val).
Periods of exceptional heavy bee losses in certain individual colonies
during the bee season can occasionally be observedo Such events can arisa
within a large period, ioeo from end May to mid Au��st. These breakdowns
may comprise up to 50 % of the actual number of_ adult bees within three
weeks, i.e. 1800 to 2000 bees per dayG They are not caused by pest control
inside or outside the apiary or by diseases such as nasema� .foulbrood or
calcified brood or other pathogens cf the adult bees or brood or by
queensloss. No cor�elation with lack of pollen o� sugar provisions could
be pointed out.
In two colonies with sister queens of the same age, we observed in July
within 3 weeks a depression of 52 % and 32 % of the number of worke��ees.
None of the colonies showed signs of pathological disorders, ·the honey�
yields were 30 kg and 26 kg and the scores given by the apiarist we�e
nearly the same (45 and 43 points)! As an explanation we postulate a re
duced longevity of one or more brood generations or the precocious dis
ap�earing of important numbers of you�g bees outside of the colony
openaire Many other examples could be presented� f�r example heavy bee
losses in colonies which are only slightly infected by varroa-mitesc
We also investigated the develop ment of nuclei ar.d their coloriias of cri
ginQ During the bee season the number of workerbees was fluct uating and
extremely variable from colony to colonyo In October howev�r, the num:ier
of wintering bees was almost the same in all colonies! There must be some
innate regulating system in bee colonies which �..11ows such an incFedible
plasticity& This way the honeybees are able to buffer i�portant shocks in
colony development due to internal or external causes� The nature of these
mechanisms is barely understood so far�
i st March 1985
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Hazards to honeybees assessed from �eccrts by beekeecers
AR Hardy
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Tolworth Laboratory
Hook Rise South
Tolworth
Surrey KT6 7NF
United Kingdom
Introduction
Pesticides ar� cleared for agricultural and horticultural use in
the UK under the Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme (PSPS)o
Since the early sixties the Tolworth Laboratory of MA.FF has
investigated vertebrate wildlife casualties thought to have arisen
from the use of pesticides� Such post-registration surveillance
of the commercial use of pesticides enables the identification
of significant environmenta_i problems and where appropriate
suitable steps are taken to prevent their recurrencee After
preliminary studies in 1982 i the Wildlife Incident Investigation
Scheme was extended in 1983 to include suspected poisoning
incidents involving honeybees thought to have arisen from the
field use of pesticidese
The. Min�stry's National Beekeeping·Unit at Luddington has
·advisory and statutory responsibilities to beekeeping e
Traditionally beekeepers have always reported suspected
poisoning incidents to Luddington which were investigated by
Rothamsted Experimental S�ation (Stevenson� al 1978)� With
the dramatic increase in the area of winter sown oilseed rape
(Brassica napus) grown in the UK and the development of new
chemicals, new pesticide related problems were reported with
bees {Findlay et al 1982). Experience gained from dealing
with vertebrate incidents, indicated the value of detailed
field investigation of reported poisoning problems and
extensive residue analysis in providing suitable ini'o:t"tnation
for consideration under the PSPSw MA.FF therefore extended
its wildlife surveillance to include suspected bee poisoningo
The investigation of suspected poisoning in�idents involving beese
In the first- instance, beekeepers are encouraged to report - -.
suspected poisoning incidents to the MAFF Beekeeping Unit at
Luddington p together with relevant details and a sample of
dead beeso· At the request of Luddington� MA.FF regional
bi�logy �ta££ conduct a field investigation as �oon as possibl�
to determine the scale of the reported mortality� the proximity
of attractive crops and any evidence of chemical involvemente
Detailed information is ·collected on the number of colonies
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affected, the apiary size, the probable cause and local crop
conditions, weather, recent history of the hives in that apiary,
if any other locaJ. colonies were affected. A further sample of
bees is collected for analytical purposeso Local beekeepers
whose hives were similarly affected are also contacted.
All dead bees are screened at- the Beekeeping Unit to identify
whether disease is the probable cause of death. Where disease
is not the apparent cause of death, dead bees are forwarded to
the Tolworth Laboratory for a range of biochemical and analytical
studies. to identify any chemical involvement.
Bee head acetylcholinesterase activity (Ach.E) is measured in all
samples of dead bees ·received at the Tolworth Laboratory.
Samples are then analysed for organophosphorus, organochlorine
and carbamate pesticide residuese Specific analysis for
pyrethroids may be undertaken if this is indicated by the field
evidenceo The identity of any detected residue is con£irmed by
an independent.and different analytical method. In cases
where no pesticide residues have been detected, samples are
tested for the presence of free thoracic glucose as a test for
starvationo
On completion of analytical studies, information from both the
field and laboratory investigations are summarised in a final
report which indicates the probable cause of death if established.
This conclusion is reported to the beekeeper ·via the MAFF
Beekeeping Unit. The results of investigations are reviewed
under the PSPS each autumn and may be considered in relation
to the clearance status of a particular pesticide. �alicious
damage to hives and problems arising from the use of timber
preservatives are excluded from investigations.
Results
Up to l70
cases of suspected poisoning have been reported
in a single season. The majority have been invdstigated in
the field. Iu the period 1982-4, residues of 10 pesticides
have been identified in dead beese No residues were detected
in b,.es from 40% of the cases investigated. On the basis of
field information, timing and location, positive cases were
- _resolved into separate spray incidents'
e·

The majority of bee deaths are reported bet�een April and August
but there is a marked concentration in June. There .is an
early season peak of cases usually at the end of April. A few
are subsequently attributed to carbaryl poisoning but no chemical
involvement is demonstrated in the remaindere Some samples show
evidence of starvation. Most reported cases of suspected
poisoning occur in early June associated with insecticide

applications to oilseed rape at tpe end of floweringe
NUJfierically most reported incidents attributed to pesticides
involve tria�ophos. Although the area of oilseed rape gro\ri1fl
has incr�ased from 174000 ha in 1982 to .269000 ha in 1984 j
the number of incidents per unit area of crop has remained
approximately the samee The aphicide dimethoate was prominent
in 1984 when aphid populations were high and when many of the
incidents appeared to arise from aerial application to
cerealso
Residue levels detected in poisoned dead bees are usually
very low and difficult to interpreto Comparison with the
contact LD50 value is useful but supporting laboratory studies
of residue levels in freshly dead bees following dosing with
a single LD50 also provide useful information under ideal
conditionso However some loss of residues may have occurred
in field samples due to deterioration prior to receipt in the
laboratoryq In cases where the detected residues are extremely
small, the confident establi.shment of the cause of death may
be difficulte
Ach! activity has been demonstrated to decline naturally in.
dead bees under ambient temperatures to zero activity after
25 days (MAFF l982)c It is however stable under frozen storagee
Laboratory work with pesticide dosed bees has shown that the
measurement of AchE activity before and after chemical
reactivation may be useful in identifying poisoned bees from
aged non-poisoned bees which have deteriorated in the field
(Westlake et al 1985)0 However assessment of 200 samples of
dead bees fro;-=poisoning incidents, comparing estease activity
with detected residue p suggests that routine measurement of
AchE activity does not have predictive value which adds to the
residue datae Therefore in future this parameter will not
be measured routinelye
!t has been demonstrated that f�ee thoracic glucose levels may
be lower in starved bees (Greenway et al 198!). Some early
season samples of dead bees where n;-resiciues are detected have
reduced glucose levels suggesting starvation. However further
laboratory work is plan..,ed with_ dosed bees to investigate the
9ffect of pesticide exposure on glucose levels to further
assess the utility of this technique�
Conclusion
The surveillance of suspected bee poisoning incidents in
England and Wales provides valuable information on the extent
of agriGultural pesticide problems involving honeybees o
Detailed field investigations and extensive laboratory studies
identify the probable cause of death as pesticide poisoning
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in 50-60% of these cases reported.
The primary purpose of the MAFF incident investigation scheme
is to provide adequate information on the scale of pesticide
problems involving bees that may be considered by the
registration authorities for the benefit of beekeeping in
general. The incident scheme is not intended as a diagnostic
service to individual beekeepers.
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Legislation of pesticides in relation to bees and che diagnosis of
beediseases in the Netherlands.
Dutch Beekeeping Consultancy.

The legislation of pesticides is based on the Pesticide Acto
This Pesticide Act dictates: "The use of pesticides is forbidden unless it is
permittede"
It is also forbidden to use or to recommend legislated pesticides for another
purpose than for which it is permittedG
Before a pesticide can be sold the Commission for legislation of pesticides
must be asked for perm.issionc
This commission, with several working groups, judges the dat:a the
manufacturer must providee
The manufacturer can be asked to provide more information. The commission
then prepares a decision, following which the Minister involved takes the
decision. Pesticides are only legislated for described uses on determined
crops$ The legislation takes into account the hazard of pesticides for bees
when they are.used on crops �isited by beeso
Theoretically no bees should be killed by pesticidese
However� bee poisoning occurs, mostly by accident when, for example $ a
hazardous pesticide is sprayed on a crop and bees visit weeds in the sprayed
crope
In the Netherlands bees are- animals which must be protectedQ
This means that the person causing beekilling is punishable.,
The control on the execution of the Pesticides Act is done by a section of
the Ministry of Agriculeure and Fisheries (General Inspection Service) when a
beekeeper suspects his bees were killed by a pesticide he has to warn this
section which makes inquiriesQ
A sample is sent eo the laboratory of the Experimental Beekeeping station fox
pollen analysis and beedisease analysiso
Bees are diagnosed for Acarine disease, Nosema and amoebic disease,
especially in cases where doubt about the occurence of poisoning exists o
Another sample· is sent for residue analysis to a special laboratory
In 1984 the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries made 61 inquiries about
suspected beepoisoning.
The results were:
1) Poisoning by pesticides
10 X
2) Starvaeion .
3 X
3) Nosema
31 X
4) Nosema + amoebic disease
l X
3) No abnormal mortality
16 x
o

In the poisoned bees s residues of P�rathion, Azinfos-me:hyl, carbaryl and
demeehoate were foundc
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Beediseases:
The Dutch Bee Act dictates that beekeepers who suspect that there bees suffer
from a disease must warn the Beekeeping Consultant.
In 1984 this resulted in 2481 samples bee-s + debris.
In the laboratory of the Experimental Beestation these samples were diagnos��
for Acarine disease, Nosema, amoebic disease and Varroa diseasec
2289 samples of debris were diagnosed for Varroa disease and 192 samples of
dead bees were diagnosed for beediseases.
The results were: 216 x Varroa disease, l x Acarine disease, most of the
samples of dead bees had Nosema 9 during Spring often in combination with
amoebic disease.
The Dutch Beekeeping qonsultancy itself took in 1984 1210 samples of bees for
Acarine diagnoses�
Acarine disease �as observed in 11 apiariese
The Dutch Beekeeping Consultancy

J. v.d. Steen
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Varraa jacobsor.i; a parasitic mite of honey bees

WWW

Brenda V Ball, Rothamsted Experimental Station
Distribution
Varroa jacobsoni was first reported as a parasite of Apis cerana
(the Eastern hive bee) in Java in 1904 and it is present in all regions
where this species of bee is indigenous. Infestation of colonies of
Apis mellifera (the European honey bee) seems ta be relatively recent;
according to several reports not much earlier than twenty years ago,
although in some areas the two species have co�existed far much longer.
In certain instances it is possible to trace the spread of the mite
in colonies of A. mellifera. European bees were first taken to the far
east of the USSR by sattlers from the Ukraine about 100 years ago as they
were easier to keep and were more productive than the native A. cerana
species. Because of the reputedly high yields from these colonies many
were sold to beekeepers in the west of the USSR and Bulgaria and Varroa
was transported with themo
Similarly, A. mellifera exported from Japan to Paraguay in about
1969 introduced the parasite to South America.
Migratory beekeeping practices and further instances of importation
of stocks have rapidly distributed the mite throughout Europe and the
latest report of infestation came from Holland in 1983.
Effect on colonies
Studies on endemically infested, untreated colonies have not so far
been possible as statutary treatments have been imposed by each successive
country as Varroa was identified. The mortality of many thousands of
colonies of A. mellifera in Europe have been attributed to the mite, but
some of these losses were almost certainly due to various chemical treat
ments, many of which were toxic ta bees.
In colonies of A. cerana the mite infests drone cells only, but in
A. mellifera Varroa can reproduce in worker cells and the population can
increase to many thousands of individualso However, they are alleged not
to cause obvious damage to colonies for 3 or 4 years after they become
established and their ability to multiply and spread may be counterbalanced
to some extent by their murtality and losses on adult bees that die in the
fielc.
Young bees emerging from infested cells are reported ta be smaller in
size, have deformed wings and a greatly reduced life span. Ho�ever r the
observed mortality of brood and adult bees in some infested colonies in
Germany was directly attributable to i:ifectior. with Acute paralysis ·lirus
(APV). In Britain this virus has never been found to be responsible for
mortality in nature� although it is a common inapparent infection of adult
bees during the summer. In laboratory tests.the mite was able to transmit
APV from infected bees to healthy individuals and the effect on colonies
apparently caused by Varroa may be at least partly related to secondary
infections.
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Treatments
A variety of chemical treatments have been used in honey bee colonies
for mite control and each country seems to favour a different product •.
The treatments may be applied as a spray; Kelthane, Taktic, as a dust;
Malathion, a fumigant; Phenothiazine, Bromopropylate, Dicofol, Tobacco
smoke, evaporative agents; Formic acid or systemically; K79. There is
considerable variation in their effectiveness and in their toxicity to
bees and broodo However, there has been little standardisation of testing
and with the fumigants it is difficult to obtain precise and reproducible
dosing of the products used.
In some areas colonies are treated at frequent intervals and there
seems to be little information on the ana�ysis of residues on honey.
It is generally accepted that chemical treatments are not the answer
in the long term and other methods of control shoulF be soughto The
following two paragraphs from a report of a meeting of European Scientists
summarise their conclusions and recommendations for the future:
"However, we believe the immediate task of the experts is to
concentrate on developing a reliable and economic method of control,
together with an understanding of the growth and level of mite populations
which will affect honey production and pollination programmes. In
producing a means of control we are aware that the application of chemicals
to bee colonies is not the final solution ...
Finally, during the past twelve months all of us have become aware
that the problem of varroatosis in Europe has led to a heavy increase in
the legal and sometimes illegal use of pesticides in beehives. Therefore,
we recommend to the EC that it should consider discussion of the situation
regarding residues in honey and honey products and the methods used to
analyse their presence. A list of active ingredients and their metabolites
involved in such treatments needs to b_e prepared".
Extract from EEC Experts' Group Meeting on "Research Activities in
V:irroatosis in the European countries". Thessaloniki, 19840
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THE DANISH LEGISLATION TO PROTECT HONEYBEES AGAINST PESTICIDE DAMAGE
Orla Svendsen
Danish State Bee Research Institute
Ledreborg Alli loo, DK-4coo Roskilde
Denmark
Introduction
In Denmark there are about 80.000 bee colonies and about 80000 bee keeperso Most
of the bee colonies are placed in apiaries wi.th lo..,15 bee hives and they are
evenly distributed all over the countryo
About io % of the Danish area is farmland. The rest is mainly woods, towns,
roads and. beaches. The consequence is that the pollination areas of the bees con
sist of land with agricultural crops.,. The most important ·bee pastures are found
·among the following crops: Fruit trees lo.ooo ha� clover for seed production
about 36000 ha, winter oilseed rape about 6Qooo ha ind spring oilseed rape about
lSo.ooo hao Thus it appears that the Danish honey production to a high extent is
based on rapeseed production. When analysing pollen in Danish honey you find g�
nerally a content of rapeseed pollen of 4o�9o %.
The dependence of Danish honey bees on agricultural plants has during the last
thirty years brought about many poisoning damages to colonies, 9aused by applica
tion of pesticides to crops, mainly in connection with rapeseed p·roduction. In
the last ten years about 75 % of the damages have been caused by combating pests
in oilseed rape with organophosphorous pesticidese Parathione, in particular, has
been the cause·of heavy losses of bees.
For Danish apiculture it has been very important to get the very dangerous
pesticides replaced by pesticides that have a less serious effect on the honey
bees ..
A roval of esticides and labellin with "Dan erous to bees" ..
n Denmark about 1226 various pesticides were approved in 1982. Of those 324 were
herbicides j 188 fungicides, 33 combined fungicides and insecticides and 173 in
secticidese Many of these pesticides are synonyms because various manufacturers
may produce chemicals of which the active constituent is the same. The pesticides
have to be approved by the National Agency of Environmental Protection before the.
are marketede In the procedure of approval decision must be made upon the pesti
cides being dangerous to bees, if they are to be applied to growing plantse The
Danish Research Service for Soil and Plant Science - including the Danish State
Bee Research Institute - has to assess whether the pesticide$ should be declared
dangerous to bees� In this assessment distinction is made whether a pesticide in
case of app�oved application is l)not dangerous to bees, Z)dangerous to bees, and
3)very dangerous to bees� The latter two are labelled either with a q�adrangle
with the text ";'.:'arlig for bier ( "Dangerous to bees 11 or with a triangle with the
text "Meget far lig for bier'� ( "'Very dangerous to bees").,
The.assessment of the toxicity of the various pesticides is based on a)infor
mation from the manufacturers about the toxicity, b)international information
about the risk of poisoning damage to bees y and c)Danish laboratory and field
trials with bees� Often the available information under a) and b) is full enough
to make c) unnecessarye
When using pesticides labelled "Dangerous to bees n the user is responsible
and compensation can be demanded by the bee keepers 9 seed producers or others
if the use of the pesticides brings about poisoning damage to bees�
If a pesticide labelled "Very dangerous to bees" is used j compensation can be
demanded from the user in the same way as mentioned above, but he may also be fi
ned if the pesticide has been used under circumstances which could be described
as highly inexcusableo
)
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Pesticides which have been declared "Dangerous to bees" or "Very dangerous to
bees".
Active constituents being
"Dangerous to bee:. 11
Acephat, Amitrol, Binapacryl, Bio
resmethrin, Bromophos, Bromoxynil,
Chlorfenvinphos, Chloridazon, Chlor
propham, Cypermethrin, 2,4-D, Dala�
pen, Deltamethrin, Dichlorprop, Di. fenzoqnat, Oimethachlor, Oinocap,
Oinoseb, Dinoterp, Oiquat, DNOC,
Endosulfan, Fenvalerat, Heptenophos,
Ioxynil, MCPA, MCPB, Mechlorprop,
Methomyl, Methoxychlor, Monochlor
acetat, Oxamyl, Oxydemetonmetyl, Pa
raquat, Permethrin, Phosalon, Phos�
phamidon, Pyrazohos, Pyrethrin I
+ II, Thiometon, Triazophos.

Active constituents being
"Very dangerous to bees"
Azinpho�-methyl, Carbaryl, Diazinon,
Dibrom, Dichlorvos, Dimethoat, Etrimfcs,
Fenitrothion, Formothion, lindan, Mala
thion, Methidathion, Mevinphos, Parathi
on, Parathionmetyl, Phosmet.
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Act of protection of bees against pesticides
In Denmark there has been a legislation to protect bees against pesticides since
1954. The first act which was in force until 1982 was based solely on a compensa
tion to the bee keepers when the damage had been done. In the act there was no pro
hibition of using the pesticides on areas with flowering crops.
In 1982 the act was altered and several limitations were added. New the act ex
presses that poisonous chemicals must not be applied to flowering plants unless
this.does not cause any poisoning damage to bees. P-oisonous chemicals are, in the
legal sense, pesticides labelled "Dangerous to bees" er "Very dangerous to bees 11
If pcisantng damage arise by su�h use, the user of the pesticide is bound to pay
compe!"lsation to the bee keepers, seed producers and others who may suffer a los;.;.
Furthermore, if it can be prcv�d that pesticides labelled "Very dangerous to
bees" have been used in a very inexcus�ble way the user may be fined.
•

Valuation cf the damage
Before trying an action fo� damage it has to be reported to the local commission
for cJ.aim assessment. There are 15 suer commissions spread over the country. A
commission consists of a lawyer and two other persons, skilled in agriculture and
apic-.Jlture,· respectively.
The damage should be reportea as soar. as possible. Yet before this is done one
must realize whether the damage is of such a magnitude that it can be the basis
for a demand for compensation. When reporting; information should be given about
the situation of the damaged apiaries, what is supposed to be the cause of the da
mage and who could possibly be responsible.
The valuation
When the damage has been reported the commission has to valuate the damage as
soon as possible. The claimant and the responsible for the damage should be sum
moned. It is important to give as much information as possible about all circum
stances regarding the damage, particularly a description of the strength of the
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individual bee colonies, the nWilber of frames and the weakening brought
about by the poisoninge Moreover, the nectar plants and the flowering
crops which are near the apiary should be noted as well as the crops neigh�
bouring the sprayed area where the poisoning might have taken place.,
If one of the parties in the case requires that samples are taken for
analysis, this should be done by an impartial personG As the samples can be
good evidence later on in the case, this �hould never be neglected.,
Amicable settlement
When the valuation has taken place the commission must attempt a.n amicable
settlement betveen the pari:1es., Normally a settlement of that kind ca.n be
based on a statement o! all the expenses connected with the damage, includ
ing the costs of the valuatione
Generally an amicable settlement ca.n be achieved if the members of the
commission agree in their description of the damage a.nd if the claimant
and the responsible accept the decision.
Settlement by award
Sometimes a. case ca.n be so complicated that one or both parties cannot
accept the decision of the commission for claim assessment. The case must
then be settled b7 the assembled board of arbitration. The award can be
carried out a fortnight after it has been presented to the parties.
Decision of the ca�e in court
If one of the parties or possibly both of them a.re dissatisfied with the
award the case can be taken into a.n ordinary court. The dead-line is a
fortnight after that the awar� has been given� If spe�ial circumstances
call for it, it is possible within half a year after the award to apply
to the Ministry of Justice for permission to take the case into court.
In more than ·4o years poisoning damages in apiaries in Denmark have been
registered each year. The largest number of damages per year were registe=
red in the period 1950-1954 due to the initiation of rapeseed growing in
Danish agriculture. With the first bee-protection act which became effec
tive in 1954 the number of damages was considerably reduced. In fig. 3
a. graph ca.n. be seen showing the registered poisoning damages in 'apiaries
from 1964 to 198�e
Fig 3
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Pesticide poisoning hazards reported to Danish State Bee Research Insttitute

- A26ol SCHEME PROPOSED FOR EVALUATING THE HAZARD OF PESTICIDES TO BEES
February 27, 1985. P.A. Oomen, Pl a nt Protection Service, W a geningen

au ESTI ON/TEST
Wili bees be exposed to the
pesticide by uses according to the
instructions for use?

DECISION
No

No need for eva luating bee hazard.

No

Consult Bee Extension Service and

i-----------1 Not necessary to submit bee toxicity data

Yes

j ls evaluating scheme ( 111- V) adequate
II

considering the instructions for use,
mode of a pplication and characteris
tics of the pesti..:ide?

1-----------i adapt evaluating scheme. Ask Firm for

necessary data and evalua te accordir.giy.

Yes

Ill

>

dosis/haa
Laboratory testc for oral a nd contact
2500b
or
a
l
or
c
ontact
LD
50
toxic:ty ( LD 50) on life stage most at -------�------risk

Harmful

.
dosis/haa
<25oob
oral and contact LD 50
and
dosis/haa
ora l or contact LD 50
IV

Harmless

Cage tri a lc (not necessary if
field triai data available)

survival or development

V

Field trial c

Slight effects on
colony survival or development

Possibly harmful

Notes: a. Dosis/ha : in grams of active ingredient or formulated product per hectare
in grams of a ctive ingredient or formulated product per bee
LD 50
b. Criteria preliminarily proposed jointly by Oomen (Plant Protection Service) and
Va n Heemert (Bee Extemion Service), based on avail able experience.
c. The tests should be done accoiding to methods harmonized by the International
Commission for Bee Botany (ICBB, 1982) or equivalent methods. A harmful
reference product should a iso be included in fieids trials; inclusion of a harmless
reference product enables to set criteria for evaluating effects in cage and fieid trials.
;xplanation of scheme:
This sequential testing scheme may serve to class pesticides as definitely harmless or harmful
without h a vin� to recourse to field tests when the quotient of highest dosa ge recommended
per hectare and LD 50's of the bee stage most at risk exceed certain limits. A number of h a rm·
less pesticides may be classed as such by a f acultative cage tri a l. All other pesticides are cl a ssed
a s h a rmless, possibly harmful and harmful by means of field tri a ls.

ABNEX C.

Trial entries in WHOS style

PW/JAD/14.3.85/j44

BRASSICA OILSKED CR.OPS: RAPE, COLZA (Brassica -++)
[Sentence or two on pollination.]

1.

Pest control recommended

General
Use non-chemical methods:

PTW

Plant pest-resistant varieties:

PTW

Plant early-maturing varieties:

PTW

Change planting time:

PTW

Suck.ing bugs (Bagrada, etc.)

l p1vJ)

Insecticides

are suitable

( 00 NOT USE carbaryl� ·gamma-BBC, phenthoate which are very
be�s;

toxic to

if use during flowering is essential, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be

followed.)

(t � tru'V\

�·1/VI.M,\.

!!A.t. � 1

Aphid� ?) (Lipaphis)

�

Apply granules of endosulfan or methyldemeton (Use-Class 3) to soil;

this

method is much safer for bees than spraying
Furtber advice:

grow aphid-resistant and early-maturing varieties

(DO NOT USE dichlo�os, monocrotophos, etc. {?] which are very
bee/;

toxic to

if use during flowering is essential, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be

followed.)

/

2...

, J
�

Gall aidge (Dasyneura)
Insecticides DDT (where permitted), endosulfan, methyldemeton, (all UseClass 3) are suitable
(DO NOT USE diazinon, dimethoate, gamma-BHC, phosphamidon which are very
toxic to bees;

if use during flowering is essential, guidelines on pp. xx

MUST be followed.)

Beetles:

seed weevils, etc. (Phyllotreta, Psylloides, Ceuthorrhyncus, etc.);

pollen beetles (Meligethes)
Insecticides endosulfan, phosalone (Use-Class 3) are suitable
(DO NOT USE azinphosmethyl (1), malathion (1 or 2), etc. [?])

Cabbage butterfly (Pieris);

di8.lll0nd black aoth (Plutella)

Insecticides chlorpyrifos, endosulfan, tetrachlorvinfos, trichlorfon (all Use
Class 3) are suitable
Alternative action:

apply formulation of Bacillus thuringiensis insect virus
.)
(t;-l 1'1 '\
(DO NOT USE acephate, decamethrin', gamma-BHC, malathion, methamidophos,

phenthoate which are very

toxic to bees;

if use during flowering is is

essential, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be followed.)

2.

COFFKE - Coffea arabica, Coffea robusta
[Pollination]

Pest control recomaended

General
lnspect plants frequently to assess levels of infestation.
--Yind out at what infestation levels control is necessary in your area.

3
Find out locally successful methods of pest control such as pruning and

�ching (? berry free periods ?PTW)
Remember that the flowering period of coffee is short, so it should be
possible to avoid spraying during this period (PTW?)

Sucking bugs (Antestiopsis, Capsid bugs, etc.)
Insecticide niethomyl (Use-Class 3) is suitable.
Further advice:

(More -PTW)

prune out dense foliage to reduce pest attack

(DO NOT USE diacrotophos, fenitrothion, fenthion, parathion which are very
toxic to bees, nor malathion which is toxic;

if use during flowering is

essential, guidelines on p. xx MUST be followed.)

Scale insects and mealybugs (Coccus, Pseudococcus, Saissetia, Asterolecanium, etc.)
Encourage natural enemies by preventing dust blowing into trees, either by
growing grass cover or a crop barrier, or by spraying oil
Further advice:

�"'

apply bands, or spray trunks (only) with dieldrid (warning:

'"--

\

Use-Class 1 or 3) to prevent attendant ants which encourage thes� pests.
(DQ NOT USE insecticides unless infestation is heavy and NEVER us�stent insecticides.)

PU,v'

Thrips (Diarthrothrips)
Mulch estate to reduce infestation.

. P

tw'.
Only if infestation is heavy then?}- use insecticide:

(PTW)

(DO NOT USE fenitrothion or fenthion which are very toxic to bees;

if use

is essential during flowering, guidelines on p. xx MUST be followed.)

4
Leaf ainer a.oth (Leucoptera)
Encourage natural enemies hy7(PTW)
Only if infestation is heavy (e.g. more than 20 moths per tree), use insect
icide:

(PTW)

Spray about 1 week after moths are most numerous, or when the majority of
cocoons have emerged (test by squeezing);

if necessary spray again after 2-

3 weeks.
if use

(DO NOT USE fenitrothion or fenthion which are very toxic to bees;

is essential during flowering, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be followed.)

Leaf eating aoth (Dichocrocis)
(?PTW), use insecticide trichlorfon (Use-Class 3)

Only when

(DO NOT USE azinphosmethyl or parathion which are very toxic to bees;

if

use is essential during flowering, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be followed.)

Berry moth (Prophantis)
(PTW)

Only if moths are eating buds and/or young berries, use insecticide
(DO NOT USE fenitrothion or fenthion which are very toxic to bees;

if use

is essential during flowering, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be followed.)

Berry borer beetle (Hypothenemus)
(a) Prune out dense foliage;
do not fall on ground;
deeply);
Only if

(b) remove all berries from trees so that they

(c) remove and burn infested berries (or bury them

(d) inspect particularly carefully any trees in heavy shade
(PTW)

, use insecticide

7

Red spider mite (Oligonychus)

��JAL�

�
Insecticides dicofol, tetradifon (both Use-Class 3) are suitable.

(DO NOT USE dimethoate which is very toxic to bees;

if use is essential

during flowering, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be followed.)

5

�

SOYA BKAN - Glycine max
[Pollination]
Pest control recommended
General
Plant varieties that are pest resistant, and fast-maturing.

(PTW,whichJ

Plant trap crops

Sucking insects, bugs and mites:

leafhoppers (Empoasca), stink bugs (Nezara),

sucking bugs (Riptortus, Acrosternum), thrips
Insecticides DDT (where permitted), endosulfan (both Use-Class 3) are suitable
(DO NOT USE dichlorvos, fenthion, gamma-BHC, parathion, phosphamidon, which
are all very toxic to honeybees;

if use is essential during flowering,

guidelines on p. xx MUST be followed.)

Leaf-eating beetles (Epilachna, Ceratoma, etc.)
Insecticides
Further advice:

(PTW)

are suitable

spraying only necessary (a) before flowering if more than

35% of leaves have been destroyed, (b) at flowering and pod development if
15% of leaves destroyed.
(DO NOT USE gamma-BHC or methomyl which are very toxic to bees;

if use is

essential during flowering, guidelines on p. xx MUST be followed.)

Leaf, flower, pod and seed caterpillars (Heliothis, Spodoptera, Plusia);
pod borers (Maruca, Laspeyresia, etc);

velvet bean caterpillar (Anticarsia)

Apply formulation of Bacillus thuringiensis insect virus
Insecticides DDT (where permitted), endosulfan (both Use-Class 3) are suitable
(DO NOT USE chlorpyrifos, cypermethrin, methamidophos, methomyl,mevinphos,
monocrotophos;

if use is essential during flowering, guidelines on P• xx

MUST be followed.)

SUNFLOWER - Helianthus annuus
[Pollination]

Pest control recommended
General
Remove alternative plant hosts of sunflower pests:
Destroy infested crops between seasons

Hibiscus (other PTW)
1

Burn seed heads after deseeding
Cut crop eary to avoid pest build-up on seeds

Sucking bugs (Calidea, Nezara, Piezodorus, etc)
Insecticide endosulfan (Use-Class 3) is suitable
(DO NOT USE carbaryl, gamma-BHC, fenthion (++ toxicity);

if use is essen

tial during flowering, guidelines on pp. xx MUST be followed.)

Aphid (Aphis gossypii)
Insecticides endosulfan, pirimicarb (Use-Class 3) are suitable
(DO NOT USE dimethoate, fenitrothion, phosphamidon (++ wording))

Bead caterpillars (Heliothis, Spodoptera, etc.); · sunflower moths (Homoeosoma, Phalonia, etc.)
Insecticides DDT (where permitted), endosulfan, trichlorfon, (Use-Class 3)
are suitable
(DO NOT USE cypermethrin, methidathion, methomyl (+ wording))

Grasshoppers (Zonocerus, etc.)
Insecticides (PTW?) are suitable
(DO NOT USE carbaryl (+ wording))
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Pest control safe for bees:
a manual for the tropics and subtropics
DETAILED CONTENTS
(Refs to page nos. in Impact given in brackets)
1.

Preface
a.

Why handbook was written (including Imp. vii)

b. Who it is intended for: Crop growers - (large and small scale),
Growers hiring honeybees for pollination, Growers with wild insects avail
able for pollination, People at farmer training colleges, Beekeepers,
Pesticide users, Extension officers, Aid agency officials, Development
programme officers, Administrators, Government officials, Manufacturers of
pesticides.
c.

Explanation:

(i) of use of boxed text:
reading whole.
(ii) of use of
2.

***

i.e. advanced text which can be ignored in

Action in text.

Introduction
a. The need to control pests on crops:
- crop yields/quality reduced due to attack from insect/mites/diseases
and competition from weeds (histogram of crop loss due to pest/weeds)
- pests etc particularly virulent in tropics and subtropics
b.

Different methods of pest control:

(i) pesticides
[boxed text: definitions of pesticides/insecticides/herbicides/fungicides]
- why insecticides are the most dangerous pesticides to bees
- many herbicides and fungicides are not
- the relative <langer of insecticides to bees
- pesticides used indiscriminately cause problems
(ii.) integrated pest management (Imp. 96-100) - )described fully
(iii)biological control
c.

(Imp. 62-65)

)later in PFG

Why pollination is necessary:
Explanation of pollination (Imp. 1)
definitions (self, cross pollination)
[including diagrams of important crop plants - taken from
a selection of economically important families - to show
floral parts]

(i)

(ii) importance of pollinating agents in cross-pollination (Imp. 2)
- [including description of bee transferring pellen]

3.

Bee pollinators are iaportant to crop growers
a.

All bees are important pollinators:
(i)

different types of bee and their management for pollination
(Imp 5-11)
Colonies can be moved in
- honeybees (i.e. large colonies.
hives, close to crops)
- solitary and subsocial bees (i.e. small or not colony.
Colony not moveable.)

b.

Crops pollinated by bees and other insects

c.

Increased crop yields due to bees (wild and honeybees)

d.

Histogram of increase in crop yield when pesticides are used
with care

e.

[Importance of honeybee products their uses and income derived from
them] - possibly not included.

4. How crop growers and those applying insecticides can protect bees from
being killed (Im.p. 82-86)
a. Find out the pollination requirements of the crops concerned
b. Examine the crop regularly (including definition of economic
threshold level)
c.

Protect the crop without using insecticides
(i) Biological pest control (Imp. 62-65)
(ii) Integrated pest management (Imp. 96-100)

d. Warn beekeepers before applying insecticides (relates only to
honeybees)
e. Choose the correct insecticide
[Some of these factors * as advanced text if included]
(i) the lowest toxicity (including explanation of use-classes/?
groups/of pesticides)
(ii) the correct formulation (Imp. 48-50)
(iii) the correct amount of pesticide
fat solubility * stability/volability of chemical * repellent
effects and adjuvants

*

f. Apply insecticides to crops safely:
(i) before the crop blooms
(ii) at the correct time of day
(iii) in the correct weather conditions

g. Look after the environmeut

·-· c

(i) Take care when applying insecticides to pests not on crops
Imp. 78)
(ii) Dispose of waste pesticides safely
1

(iii) Do not Qoison water with herbicides (weedkillers) (Imp. 79)

•

(iv) Do not apply herbicides to flowering weeds
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5.

Bow beekeepers can protect bees from being killed
a. Move hives away from the crop
b. Contain bees
c. How to tel1 when insecticides have killed bees

6.

Recommendations to pesticide manufacturers (Imp. 104)
a. Do not sell insecticides highly toxic to bees
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b. Label fully (Imp.44)
c. ��i�er p��ticides

7.
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a. Establish facilities� testing and diagnosing the
poisoning of bees
Testing the <langer of insecticides and other pesticides,
to honeybees (Imp. 50-51)

Bow Govermaents can help

r

b. Legislation and codes of practice for insecticides on sale.
(State simply: some countries have laws, others do not, in
which case it is more important for farmer to know how to
protect bees.)
(Imp. 89-93)
8.

Code of conduct
a. How·to minimize bee kills (diagram)
b. Precis of Actions in Chapters 4, 5 6 and 7
Annexes

.ANHKX A:

Where to obtain further inforaation

Contact addresses for information on pesticides (TDRI)
Contact addresses for information on bees and be�keeping (IBRA)

ANNEX B:
i.

Bibliography

Refer to 'The impact of pest management on bees and pollination' by Eva
Crane and Penelope Walker (1983) [TDRI], and 'Pollination directory
for world crops'

ii. A limited number of references to standard text books

FfrD,Nfrf

ANNEX C:

Pest control on some important bee-pollinated crops

a.

List of crops (with entry numbers) arranged alphabetically according to
economic use (fibre, oilseed crops etc.) with broad groups of insect
pests listed under each crop; warning signs of invasion, pesticides
recommended (chemical name), and times of spraying given.
Insectir
cides, fungicides and herbicides included; pest control using pesti
cides [or insecticides].
Importance of bees in pollination of each
crop indicated if feasible (*, ** ***) - this may be difficult to
include in the Table.
Also Colonies of hive bees/ha/crop
/

Note:

Highlight pests whose control affects bees.

ANNEX D:

Indexes

To pests (latin and most widely used common names), including entry numbers
in Table (Annex C)
To crops (common names), including entry numbers in Table (Annex C) to
Tables of crops by product.
To pesticides (improved international common name;
names, including entry numbers in Table (Annex C)

most widely used trade

Annexes C and D with coloured strips along outer length of pages, for easy
reference
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Surface mail

With the compliments of

J.C. Felton
Ref. : ..
L

HSE/32

_J

We herewith send you a copy of the report of the ICBB third symposium
on methods for evaluating hazards to bees.

:,3 M 65 C

Estabhshed at The Hague. Commercial Reglsler The Hague No. 2688

P.0. Box 1 b 2, 2501 AN

The Hague

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij BY.

INRA

La Guyonnerie
91440 Bures sur Yvette
Attn. Mme Masson
France

Your ref.:
Our ref.:

13th December, 1985
HSE/32

�(070)

776125

Dear
At the request of Ph. Debray, Agrishell, I am happy to enclose a copy
of the report of the ICBB third symposium on methods for evaluating
hazards to honey bees.
Yours sincerely,
Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Health, Safety and Environment Division
Environmental Affairs

cc. J.H. Stevenson
P.A. Oomen

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Postbus162
2501 AN DEN HAAG
Nederland

Telex: 36000
Telephone: (070) 77 9111
Cables: Shell

Established at The Hague
Carel van Bylandtlaan 30
Commercial Register The Hague2688

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij BY.

FAO
Agriculture Committee
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
I-00100 Roma
Italie

Your ref.:
Our ref.:

13th December, 1985
� (070)

HSE/32

776125

Dear Sir,
At the request of P.A. Oomen, PD Wageningen, I am happy to enclose a
copy of the report of the ICBB third symposium on methods for
evaluating hazards to honey bees.
Yours sincerely,
Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Health, Safety and Environment Division
Environmental Affairs

cc. J.H. Stevenson
P.A. Oomen

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Postbus 162
2501 AN DEN HAAG
Nederland

Telex: 36000
Telephone: (070) 77 91 11
Cables: Shell

Established at The Hague
Carel van Bylandtlaan 30
Commercial Register The Hague 2688

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij BY.

EG DG VI
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1044 Brussels
Belgie

Your ref.:
Our ref.:

13th December, 1985

"B (070) 776125

HSE/32

Dear Sir,
At the request of P.A. Oomen, PD Wageningen, I am happy to enclose a
copy of the report of the ICBB third symposium on methods for
evaluating hazards to honey bees.
Yours sincerely,
Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Health, Safety and Environment Division
Environmental Affairs

( • . Felton)

cc. J.H. Stevenson
P.A. Oomen

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Postbus 162
2501 AN DEN HAAG
Nederland

Telex: 36000
Telephone: (070) 77 9111
Cables: Shell

Established at The Hague
Carel van Bylandtlaan 30
Commercial Register The Hague 2688

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij BY.

Council of Europe
Boite Postale 431 R6
F-67006 Strasbourg Cedex
France

Your ref.:
Our ref.:

13th December, 1985
� (070)

HSE/32

776125

Dear Sir,
At the request of P.A. Oomen, PD Wageningen, I am happy to enclose a
copy of the report of the ICBB third symposium on methods for
evaluating hazards to honey bees.
Yours sincerely,
Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Health, Safety and Environment Division
Environmental Affairs

(J

.�--Felton)

cc. J.H. Stevenson
P.A. Oomen

Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.
Postbus 162
2501 AN DEN HAAG
Nederland

Telex: 36000
Telephone: (070) 77 9111
Cables: Shell

Established at The Hague
Carel van Bylandtlaan 30
Commercial Register The Hague 2688

This Report was produced by Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij.
November, 1985
Further copies are available fro�:
International Bee Research Organization (IBRA)
Hill House
Gerrards Cross
Bucks. SL9 ONR
England

